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Summary
In chapter 1 we begin by describing certain group theoretical concepts which 
appear during the course of this thesis. We also supply a brief survey o f results 
concerning factorized groups, relating them to our investigations.
In chapter 2, section 2.2, we consider groups which possess a triple fac­
torization. We show that if a Cernikov group is factorized by three nilpotent 
subgroups it is itself nilpotent. It is then possible to generalize this result to 
a wider class of infinite groups, denoted by A.
In section 2.3 we continue this theme by examining groups which have 
a triple factorization by three abelian subgroups. If such a group has finite 
abelian total rank then it must be uilpotent.
In section 2.4 we investigate the circumstances under which a subgroup 
inherits the factorization o f the group. We show that if a Cernikov group 
is factorized by two abelian subgroups, then its Fitting subgroup factorizes. 
Once again this result holds for the class A, furthermore we are able to show 
that the Hirsch-Plotkiu radical also factorizes.
Chapter 3 examines this question in relation to the formation subgroups of 
a group. Let & denote a formation of finite soluble groups as defined in section 
3.1. We begin by reviewing the existence and behaviour of the LJ-covering 
subgroups and LJ-normalizers o f a periodic (¿9l)<&-group. Then, by taking 3  
to be the formation of finite uilpotent groups, we prove that, if such a group is 
factorized by two nilpoteut subgroups, then there is an LJ-coveriug subgroup 
which also factorizes. By specializing to Cernikov groups we are able to show 
that the above holds for an arbitrary saturated formation 3-
In the final chapter of this thesis we consider the situation where the 
product o f two abelian subgroups o f a group G  is not itself a group. We then 
examine a subgroup M  of G which lies in the product set. By imposing extra 
conditions we are able to produce some bounds on the exponent of M  in terms 
of those o f the factors. Lastly we show that if the torsion-free uilpotent group 
G is generated by two infinite cyclic subgroups then a subgroup which lies in 
their product is abelian.
Table of Notation
x e x x is an element of the set X.
\x\ The cardinality of X,  or the order of a group X.
w(G) The set of prime numbers dividing the orders of the elements 
o f a group G.
exp(G) The exponent of G.
ro(G) The torsion-free rank of G.
H  C G i f  is a subset of G.
H < G H  is a subgroup of G.
H < G H  is a proper subgroup of G.
H < G H  is a normal subgroup of G.
H *n G H  is a subnormal subgroup o f G.
G/H The factor group of G  by a normal subgroup H.
\ G :H \ The index of H  in G.
< X > The group generated by a set X.
X\Y The set { x  € X : x t  Y).
X* The element g~xxg.
H K The group <  hk : h €  H ,k  G K  > .
l*.y] The element x~xy~xxy.
I * . » . « ] The element [[x ,y ],i].
( * - i ) The element [ x , y , . . . , y], where y appears n times.
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[H. A'] 
\H, K, L] 
[H ,„ A’ ] 
H K  
H x K  
H m K  
H l K  
n * i *  
C r ie, X, 
M y( X )  
Cr ( X )  
Z (C ) 
Z ,(G )
7i(G)
<?
F(G) 
(KG) 
♦ (G ) 
0 . ( G )  
Core M
c„
cp~
sn
A„
V
ir'
The group < [h, Ar] : h €  H, k £  K  >.
The group [[/f, K], L].
The group [H, K , . . . ,  A'], where K  appears n times. 
The set {hk : h G H, k €  A'}.
The direct product o f groups H  and K .
The semi-direct product of groups H  and A'.
The wreath product of groups H  and K .
The restricted direct product of groups „Y, .
The cartesian product o f groups X ,.
The normalizer o f X  in Y .
The centralizer of X  in Y.
The centre of G.
The i’th term of the upper central series for G.
The i’th term of the lower central series for G.
The derived subgroup o f G.
The n’th term of the derived series o f G.
The Fitting subgroup o f G.
The Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G.
The Frattini subgroup of G.
The maximal normal 7r-subgroup of G.
The subgroup Dflec; A/®, where M  <  G.
The cyclic group o f order n.
The quasicyclic p-group.
The symmetric group o f degree n.
The alternating group of degree n.
The set of all primes.
The complement o f a set o f primes jr in V.
Table of Notation
N The set of uatural numbers.
Z The set of integers.
TO) The class of £-by-Ç) groups.
X 2 The class X X .
LX  The class of locally 5£-groups.
0  The class o f finite soluble groups.
91 The class o f finite nilpotent groups.
5  A formation o f finite soluble groups.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Before proceeding to describe the background of the problem which forms the 
basis o f  this thesis it is necessary to agree on the terminology employed. We 
shall also state some standard results which will be used frequently in the 
course o f this work.
1.1. Basic group theory
Throughout this thesis we shall denote groups by upper case Roman letters, 
and elements of a group or a set by lower case letters. A group G  is called 
p e r io d ic  if each element has finite order. In this case we define w(G) to be 
the set o f primes which divide the orders o f the elements of G. We may then 
define the exponent of G , exp(G ), to be the least common multiple of all the 
orders o f  the elements of G  or oo if no such value exists.
A  group is called tors ion -free  if it contains no elements o f finite order 
other than the identity. The tors ion -free  rank, r0(G ), of an abelian group G, 
is defined to be the cardinality o f a maximal independent subset of elements of 
infinite order. In general a group has finite rank r(G ) if every finitely generated 
subgroup can be generated by r(G ) elements and this is the least such integer 
with this property.
9
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The abelian group G is called d iv isib le  if for every element g €  G  and 
rn € N there is some g\ € G  such that g =  mg\. By an e lem entary  abelian 
p-group  we shall mean a direct product of cyclic groups of order p.
The set o f all primes shall be denoted by V , and if ir C V , then ir' denotes 
the set V\ir. A  group G  will be called a 7r-group if it is periodic and w(G) C ir. 
Now for any group G and ir C V  we may define a Sylow  7r-subgroup to be 
a maximal 7r-subgroup of G. By Zorn’s lemma such a subgroup will exist. If 
ir =  {p }, for som e prime p, and G is a finite group, then Sylow’s theorems will 
hold for the Sylow p-subgroups of G, see [42, 6.1.11]. If H  is a subgroup of the 
finite group G  then we call H  a H all 7T-subgroup o f G  if | H  | is a 7r-number 
and | G : H  | is a 7r'-number. If G  is also soluble then the theorems of Hall 
[18] hold.
We assume that a non-empty class of groups contains the unit group and 
all groups isomorphic to any one o f its members. German Gothic script will be 
used to denote classes of groups. A group in the class X  will be referred to as 
an 3£-group. T he group G is said to be an extension  of a group N  by a group 
Q  if there exists a normal subgroup M  o f G  such that M  =  N  and G/M  =  Q. 
Then if X  and are any two classes o f groups we may define their prod u ct 
class Xty  to  be all the groups G  which are an extension of an £-group by 
an ^-group. A  group is called a lm ost X  if it is an extension o f an T-group 
by a finite group, that is, it is an 3£-by-finite group. Lastly . LX  denotes the 
class of lo c a lly  X -groups, consisting o f all groups G  such that every finitely 
generated subgroup of G lies in an .T-subgroup of G. For an alphabet o f group 
classes refer to  the table of notation.
We shall now recall the definitions of certain basic classes of groups. The 
derived subgroup G' of a group G  is defined by G' =  [G, G]. The n’th term G*"* 
of the derived series for G  is then defined inductively by G'*"* =  [G*"-1*, G*"-1*], 
where G(,) =  G '. The group G  is said to be soluble of derived length d if 
Gw  =  1 and G*d -1 * ^ 1. The normal subgroups G("* form an abelian series 
for G. If G (,) =  1, then we call G  m etabelian .
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The lower central series of a group G  is defined inductively as follows: 
71(G) =  G  and for all n € N, 7„+i (G) =  [7„ (G ), G]. Each term 7 „ (G ) is fully 
invariant in G and 7 „ (G ) /7n+i (G) lies in the centre of G /7„+i (G). The group 
G is nilpotent i f  7 „(G ) =  1 for some n.
We may also define the upper central series of a group G: Z0{G ) =  1 
and Zn+i(G ) is such that Z,l+i(G )/Z „ (G ) is the centre o f G /Z „(G ). If G is 
nilpotent then, Z „ (G ) =  G for some n. For a nilpotent group the lengths of the 
upper and lower central series are equal, and tire referred to as the nilpotent 
class of G.
It is also possible to generalize nilpotency by defining a transfinitely ex­
tended upper centriil series. Here, if G  is any group and a  is an ordi­
nal, the terms o f  the series are defined by the usual rules: Zo(G) =  1 and 
Z0+i(G )/Z 0(G ) =  Z (G /Z 0(G )) together with the completeness condition
Z»(G ) =  U  Z „(C ),
a<\
where A is a lim it ordinal. Since the cardinality of G cannot be exceeded, 
there is an ordinal /i such that Zff(G) =  Z/j+i(G), this terminal subgroup is 
called the hypercentre of G. A group G is hypercentral if it coincides with 
its hypercentre. It has been shown, see [40, p351], that a hypercentral group 
is locally nilpotent. The converse also holds if we impose the extra condition 
that the group satisfies the minimal condition for subgroups, defined below.
A group G  is said to satisfy the minimal condition for subgroups if 
every non-empty set of subgroups contains a minimal element. Such a group 
will then satisfy the descending chain condition; that is it possesses no infinite 
properly descending chains of subgroups. In an entirely analogous way we may 
define the m axim al condition and the ascending chain condition. A group 
is called a minimax group if it possesses a series o f finite length whose factors 
satisfy the minimal or maximal condition for subgroups.
One of the most basic classes of groups satisfying the minimal condition 
are the quasicyclic or Priifer groups. These have been characterized in many
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ways, see for example [34, p.30]. The definition that we shall employ is given 
below. Let P  be the group generated by the infinite set x j, £3, . . . }  subject 
to the relations px 1 =  0, p * i+1 =  and Xi +  Xj =  Xj +  £<• Then P  is called a 
quasicyclic p-group, denoted by Cp•». It is a divisible abelian p-group and may 
be thought o f as the direct limit of the cyclic subgroups o f orders p ,p2,p3, . . .  
via the injections which m ap Cp■ to the subgroup o f order p* contained in Cy+i 
for all i.
We may now define an important class of groups which also satisfy the 
minimal condition for subgroups. A group which is an extension o f a finite 
direct product of quasicyclic groups by a finite group is called a C ernikov 
group. Cernikov [9] himself showed that they are precisely the almost soluble 
groups which satisfy the minimal condition. Furthermore Kegel and Wehrfritz 
[33] have demonstrated that they also coincide with the class of locally finit 
groups which satisfy the minimal condition.
We shall be encountering the class of Cernikov groups a great deal in the 
following chapters and so it will prove useful to introduce a uotatioual conven­
tion. Unless otherwise stated Gm will denote the minimal subgroup of finite 
index of a group G if such a subgroup exists. Thus, if G  is a Cernikov group, 
Gm will be a direct product o f quasicyclic subgroups, and hence a divisible 
abelian subgroup. We m ust also recall that a maximal subgroup of a Cernikov 
group has finite index in the group. This observation has been incorporated 
into a more complex result by Robinson [39, 3.44].
We shall now define a further class, o f infinite groups with which we shall
work extensively. A group lies in A if it is a finite extension o f a direct product 
of (possibly infinitely m any) quasicyclic subgroups. Clearly such groups may 
no longer satisfy the m inim al condition for subgroups.
Another type of group with which we shall be concerned are those with 
finite abelian to ta l ra n k . A group G  satisfies this property if for each 
abelian subgroup N  <  G  the torsion subgroup of AT is a Cernikov group, and 
r0(JV) < 00.
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Let us now identify certain subgroups of a general group G which will be 
of great use in our studies. If 30 is any class of groups, then the ^ -ra d ica l of G 
is the group generated by all the norm al 30-subgroups of G. The X -residual 
of G  is the intersection o f all normal subgroups of G whose factor groups in G 
are 30-groups.
The radicals that we shall encounter most often are the Fitting subgroup 
and the Hirsch-Plotkin radical. T he F ittin g  subgroup o f a group G , F (G ), 
is defined to be the group generated by  all the normal nilpotent subgroups of 
G. Since Fitting’s theorem [40, 5.2.8] states that the product of two normal 
uilpotent subgroups is nilpotent. i f  G  is a finite group, F (G )  is nilpotent. The 
H irsch-P lotk in  radical of a group G , p(G), is defined to be the group gener­
ated by all the normal locally nilpotent subgroups of G. It has been shown, by 
the Hirsch-Plotkin theorem [40, 12.1.2], that a product o f two normal locally 
nilpotent subgroups is likewise locally  nilpotent. Now, since the union o f any 
chain o f locally nilpotent subgroups is locally nilpotent, the Hirsch-Plotkin 
radical of any group is locally nilpotent.
Finally we define another im portant subgroup. The Frattini su b grou p  
of an arbitrary group G, $ (G ), is the intersection of all the maximal subgroups 
of G. If G should prove to have no maximal subgroups, then we let $ (G ) =  G. 
The Frattini subgroup is obviously characteristic in G , less clear however is 
the fact that it is always nilpotent i f  it is finite, see [40, 5.2.15].
We conclude this section by quoting a result which is o f immense practical 
value:
Dedekind's lemma
Let H , K , and L be subgroups o f  a  group and assume that K  C L. Then
(H K )  n L =  (H  n L)K.
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Any further terminology that we may require will be introduced in the 
course of the thesis.
1.2. The main problem
During the past forty years considerable interest has arisen in the behaviour 
of factorized groups. A group G is said to be factorized by its subgroups A 
and B  if G =  AB . The general problem is to investigate in what ways the 
structure of G is influenced by that of its factors. For example, if A  and B  
belong to some class X  will G  then belong to  some related class
An early result, one that in some ways has yet to be surpassed, was proved 
by Ito [28]. By an elegantly concise commutator calculation he showed that 
a group which is factorized by two abelian subgroups must be metabeliau. 
His remains the only result of this type which holds for groups in general. 
All subsequent attempts to formulate such a theorem require some finiteness 
conditions. However, as we shall see later, Robinson and Stouehewer [41] were 
able to avoid any restrictions on the group when considering certain properties 
relating to nilpotency.
After this early success, attention turned to a group factorized by two 
uilpoteut subgroups. By restricting to the case o f  a finite group where the 
uilpoteut factors are co-prime Wielandt [47] managed to show solubility. Later 
Kegel [30] removed the condition that the factors be co-prime. There then 
followed many attempts to generalize this result for both finite and infinite 
groups.
In the finite case the condition of nilpotency was relaxed whilst retaining 
the solubility of the whole group. Typical o f these generalizations is a theorem 
by Finkel [12], where he shows that G is soluble if A  has a uilpoteut subgroup 
of index two and B  is Dedekind. Kazarin [29] manages to keep solubility even 
when both factors have the structure of A  above.
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In the infinite case Kegel [31] considered a locally finite group G  satisfying 
the minimal condition for subgroups, at the time it was not known that they 
are in fact Ceruikov groups. He showed that if such a group is the product of 
pairwise permutable locally nilpotent subgroups, then G  is soluble. In 1980 
Cernikov [10] proved that any group which is the product of two nilpotent 
subgroups satisfying the minimal condition is soluble and extremal, that is a 
Ceruikov group. His paper [11] contains many other similar results.
A way o f adapting the problem was to consider a group with a triple 
factorization. This means that the group G possesses three subgroups A , B  
and C  such that G =  A B  =  BC  =  CA. This extra condition led to much 
stronger results being obtained. In his 1965 paper [32] Kegel showed that a 
finite group which has a triple factorization by nilpotent subgroups is itself 
nilpotent. Amberg and Halbritter [3] later extended this result to almost 
soluble minimax groups. However in [45] Sysak gives an example of a group 
G  which is factorized by three torsion-free abelian subgroups A, B  and C, 
with C  normal in G, but G is not even locally nilpoteut. It is with such triple 
factorization problems that we shall concern ourselves in chapter 2 sections
2.2 and 2.3.
In section 2.2 we begin by considering the class of Cernikov groups. Our 
first m ajor result concerns a Cernikov group which has a triple factorization by 
hypercentral subgroups. We show that such a group will itself be hypercentral. 
It is then possible to provide an alternative proof of Am berg and Halbritter’s 
theorem in the Ceruikov case. Next we turn our attention to the class M, 
defined in section 1.1. Using our Ceruikov result we succeed in proving that a 
.ft-group with a locally nilpotent triple factorization is locally nilpotent. Finally 
we are able to prove the main result of this section: If the £-group G  has a 
nilpotent triple factorization, then G  is itself nilpotent.
In section 2.3 we shall consider groups which have a triple factorization 
by abelian subgroups. As we have previously stated such a group may not, 
in general, be nilpotent. This led Robinson and Stouehewer to investigate in
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[41] certain properties which in finite groups are equivalent to nilpoteucy. We 
shall use their results to prove that, for a group which is a finite extension 
of a hypercentral subgroup, the existence of an abelian triple factorization 
is enough to determine that the whole group be hypercentral. In the main 
theorem of this section we once again apply the results of [41], this time to 
groups with finite abelian total rank. We show that if such a group has a triple 
factorization by abelian subgroups then it must be nilpotent.
Another way in which we may consider the general problem is to ask 
which subgroups inherit the factorization of the group, by which we mean, 
for H  <  G  =  A B  the identity H  =  (H  fl A )(H  fl B ) holds. One o f  the first 
results in this area was due to Pennington [38]. She proved that if a finite 
group is factorized by two nilpotent subgroups then its Fitting subgroup also 
factorizes.
In the infinite case Amberg [1] considered a Ceruikov group which is fac­
torized by two locally nilpotent subgroups. He was able to show that the 
Hirsch-Plotkiu radical then factorizes. In their joint paper [4] Am berg and 
Robinson considered the slightly more general situation of a soluble minimax 
group. By restricting to nilpotent factors they proved that the Fitting sub­
group factorized.
In section 2.4 o f chapter 2 we shall consider problems o f this nature, where 
the group is factorized by two abelian subgroups. We begin by providing an 
alternative proof o f Amberg and Robinson’s result in the case o f  a  Cernikov 
group. We then go on to generalize to groups which lie in our class A , proving 
that both the Fitting subgroup and the Hirsch-Plotkin radical factorize.
Another situation in which the inheritance of factorization has been con­
sidered is in the context of formation theory. The development o f  formations 
really began after the publication of a paper by Carter [7]. He showed that 
every finite soluble group possesses a unique coujugacy class o f nilpotent self- 
normalizing subgroups. These became known as the Carter subgroups. His 
ideas were taken up and formalized by Gaschutz [15], who introduced the
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concept of a ‘ saturated formation'. He showed that for a given saturated 
formation $, each finite soluble group contains a unique conjugacy class of 
‘ 3-covering subgroups’ . Later Carter and Hawkes [8] completed the picture 
by introducing the concept of ‘ 3-uormalizers’. These formed another class 
o f conjugate subgroups, one closely related to that above. For it transpires 
that every 3-normalizer is contained in an 3-covering subgroup and every 
5-covering subgroup contains an 3-uormalizer. Indeed for certain classes of 
groups they coincide.
After the successful development o f a theory of formations for finite soluble 
groups attempts were made to generalize to an infinite class. In his paper [43] 
Stonehewer considered periodic (£> 91) ©-groups. He began by establishing re­
sults analogous to those of Carter’s original paper. Then in [44] he generalized 
to an arbitrary saturated formation. Further generalizations were obtained 
which have since been incorporated into a paper by Gardiner, Hartley and 
Tomkiuson [13].
It is in this context that Heiueken published his recent paper [24], where 
he considers a finite group factorized by two uilpotent subgroups. He shows 
that for an arbitrary saturated formation 3- there exists a unique 3-covering 
subgroup which inherits factorization. Furthermore, if all nilpotent groups 
belong to 3 , then the intersection o f the two factors lies in this subgroup. It 
is our aim to generalize Heiuekeu’s result to Stonehewer’s class, the periodic 
(£9t)©-group.s.
In chapter 3 we begin by defining Gasrhiitz’ saturated formations and 
describing their local structure. We then proceed to review the behaviour of 
formation subgroups for periodic (L91) ©-groups, as developed by Stonehewer 
in [44]. Then, in section 3.2, we provide an alternative proof of Heinekeu's finite 
result. By a similar method we are also able to establish the existence of an 
3-uormalizer which inherits the factorization. Unfortunately these techniques 
fail to generalize to the infinite class. Consequently, in section 3.3, we consider 
an alternative approach to the problem. By specializing to the formation of
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finite nilpotent groups, we at last find a finite proof which will generalize to 
periodic (LOIJlft-groups. This initial success proved difficult to duplicate for 
an arbitrary formation until finally, in section 3.4, we restricted ourselves to 
Ceruikov groups. We conclude chapter 3 with some results which occurred 
during our investigation, notably that if G  is a periodic (L9l)<&-group, then 
G  €  (L < n f  if aud only if G  €  ¿(911).
Another way in which the structure of a factorized group has been inves­
tigated is by considering certain invariants. For example, the results o f Ito, 
Wielandt and Kegel gave rise to a conjecture concerning the derived length of 
a product. If the finite group G  is factorized by two nilpoteut subgroups, then 
one might hope that its derived length is bounded by the sum of the nilpoteut 
classes o f  its factors. Although this remains unproven, Pennington [38] has 
managed to reduce the problem to the case of a p-group.
In their paper [25] Holt and Howlett consider the exponent of a finite group 
which is factorized by two abelian subgroups. This led to a paper by Howlett 
[26] where he shows that the exponent o f the group divides the product of 
those o f the factors.
Now in all our deliberations so far we have looked at a group G which is 
the product of two of its subgroups. However, another interesting situation 
arises if we consider products which are not themselves groups. It is in this 
context that we shall examine Holt aud Howlett's result.
In chapter 4 we take a subgroup M  o f the finite group G which lies in the set 
AD. The first major result in this area was due to Busetto and Stoueliewer 
[6]. They manage to generalize Ito’s theorem, proving that if A  aud B  are 
abelian, then M  is metabelian. Despite this success many product results fail 
to hold in the set situation. Indeed in section 4.2 we demonstrate that the 
exponent result is amongst them.
However by applying extra conditions on the factors, in section 4.3, we are 
able to produce some bounds on the exponent of M. Finally in section 4.4 
we consider a finitely generated torsion-free uilpotent. group. If such a group
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is generated by two infinite cyclic subgroups, then a subgroup which lies in 
their product is abelian. For many other interesting results based on the set 
situation see Leeves [35, chapter 4].
Chapter 2
Certain Group factorizations
2.1. Introduction
Iu this chapter we shall begin by examining groups which exhibit triple factor­
ization. A group G  has a triple factorization if it possesses subgroups A , B  and 
C  such that G =  A B  =  B C  =  CA . One of the main results for finite groups 
with this property is due to  Kegel [32]. He proves that if a group has a triple 
factorization by finite nilpotent subgroups then it must itself be nilpotent.
In section 2.2 we shall extend this rather strong result to certain classes 
of infinite groups. We consider first the Cernikov groups; these are known to 
satisfy the minimal condition for subgroups. We proceed by showing that a 
hyperceutral triple factorization leads to the whole group being hypercentral. 
Using this case it is possible to prove that a Ceruikov group with nilpotent 
triple factorization is indeed uilpotent.
We then turn our attention to a much wider class of groups, one which is 
strictly larger than the Cernikov groups. Recall that a group lies in A  if it is a 
finite extension of a direct product of quasicyclic subgroups. By utilizing the 
above result for Ceruikov groups we prove that a group iu A which possesses 
a triple factorization by locally uilpoteut subgroups is itself locally uilpotent. 
It is then possible to proceed to the major result of this section; that a group 
in A which has a nilpotent triple factorization must be uilpotent. We note
20
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that Amberg and Halbritter [3] have examined the special case where G  is an 
almost soluble minimax group. They show that if such a group has a nilpoteut 
triple factorization then it is itself nilpotent.
In section 2.3 we shall consider the situation where a group has a triple 
factorization by abelian subgroups. Ito has shown in [28] that such a group 
is metabelian. However, we might hope that, since triple factorization is a 
much stronger condition than factorization, more could be said in this case. 
As we have said Kegel has shown that a triple factorization by finite nilpoteut 
subgroups gives rise to a nilpotent group. In section 2.2 we shall, as stated, 
extend this result to certain classes of infinite groups. Thus it is tempting 
to conjecture that our group shall be similarly nilpotent. Unfortunately such 
optimism is unfounded as Sysak [45] has produced an example o f a group 
which has a triple factorization by abelian subgroups but which is not even 
locally nilpotent. Also Holt and Howlett [25] have found a group which is not 
residually nilpotent and which has trivial centre.
The failure of this conjecture has led to the investigation of certain prop­
erties which in finite groups are equivalent to uilpotency. Notable in this area 
is a paper by Robinson and Stouehewer [41] where they prove that if G/G' 
has finite torsion-free rank then G  is locally nilpotent. We shall use this to 
prove a result for a periodic group which is a finite extension o f a hyperceutral 
subgroup. If such a group possesses an abelian triple factorization then it must 
be hypercentral.
A further consequence of their result can be shown if the group has finite 
abelian total rank; that is for each abelian subgroup its torsion subgroup is a 
Ceruikov group and its torsion-free rank is finite. We shall show that when 
such a group possesses an abelian triple factorization it must be nilpoteut. It 
is then possible to generalize another result from their paper. We prove that 
if a Ceruikov group G  is the product of two abelian factors A and B  then a 
minimal infinite normal subgroup must commute with either A or B.
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The final section of this chapter is somewhat different in character since it 
concerns groups which are factorized by only two abelian subgroups. However 
the techniques used are strongly related to  those employed in section 2.2 and 
for that reason it is included here. We are interested in which subgroups 
inherit the factorization o f the group; that is if G =  A B  for what H < G does 
H  =  (H  r \ A )(H n B )  hold?
In the case of a finite group which is factorized by two nilpotent subgroups, 
Pennington has shown in [38] that the Fitting subgroup of G, F (G ), also 
factorizes. Such a strong result led to much investigation of the infinite case. 
Amberg proves in [1] that if a teruikov group is factorized by two locally 
nilpotent subgroups then its Hirsch-Plotkin radical inherits the factorization. 
Later, with Robinson [4], he showed that for a soluble miuimax group with a 
uilpotent factorization, the Fitting subgroup factorizes.
We shall provide an alternative proof o f  Amberg and Robinson’s result in 
the case of Cernikov groups which are factorized by two abelian subgroups. 
We then proceed to generalize still further to  the class A, proving that if such a 
group possesses an abelian factorization, then its Fitting subgroup factorizes. 
We conclude by demonstrating that in these circumstances the Hirsch-Plotkin 
radical will also factorize.
2.2. Groups with a triple factorization
In order to prove that a Cernikov group is hypercentral if and only if it has 
a triple factorization by hypercentral subgroups we shall need the following 
results. Lemma 2.2.3 is of independent interest since it holds for groups in 
general and not just Ceruikov groups.
L em m a 2.2.1 (B aer [5, lem m a A .2 ]). I f  the locally finite group G satisfies 
the minimal condition on subgroups, then its Sylow p-subgroups are conjugate.
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It has now been shown by Kegel and Wehrfritz [33] that a locally finite 
group which satisfies the minimal condition is in fact a Ceruikov group. By a 
theorem of Stouehewer, which appears later as lemma 3.3.5, it is shown that, 
for a set o f primes 7r, the Sylow 7r-subgroups of a Cernikov group are also 
conjugate. The following lemma generalizes Wielandt’s result [46] which was 
proved only for finite groups. For our proof we require a well known theorem 
about locally nilpotent groups.
T h eorem  2.2 .2  ( [40, 12.1 .1 ]). Let G  be a locally nilpotent group. Then the 
elements o f  finite order in G form a fully-invariant subgroup T  (the torsion 
subgroup o f  G ) such that G/T is torsion-free and T  is a direct product of 
p-groups.
L em m a 2 .2 .3 . I f G  is a periodic group whose Sylow ir-subgroups are conjugate 
and G has locally nilpotent subgroups A and B  such that G =  A B , then Gn =  
A nBw is a Sylow tt-subgroup o f  G  where A „ and B„ are the Sylow ir-subgroups 
o f  A and B  respectively.
Proof o f 2.2.2: Now A  and B  are periodic locally uilpoteut groups and so, by 
theorem 2.2.2, A =  A„ x  A n< and B  =  Bn x B„< where A w> and B»< are the 
Sylow 7r'-subgroups of A  and B  respectively. Then
G  =  A WA WB WBW.
=  A WA W'B K'B U.
We know that A„ <  G ,  and B* <  (57 for some Sylow TT-subgroups G„ and (57 
o f G. Since all the Sylow 7r-subgroups o f G  are conjugate there exists g € G 
such that ((57)* =  G „. Thus
B, • <  (?77)* =  G,
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and so
A WB‘  <  G „.
Since G  =  A B  =  B A  we can write g =  ha for some a £  A  and b £  B. Hence 
AXB ^  <  G „, and so A*B° <  G „, or equivalently
a  nB , < g: -1 .
If we replace our G „ by G“ we obtain
A ,B W <  G„.
In the same way Sylow ^'-subgroups are also conjugate so we may apply the 
same argument to find
A W BW. <  G w>.
Therefore
G =  A „A „'B 1,-Bn
=  A „G n'B„.
Let g £  G „. Then by the above g =  ag'b for some a £ A n, g' £  Gn>, and 
b £ B„. We can now rearrange the expression to get a~igb~i =  g' which, since 
G„ D G„> =  1, implies g =  ab, and so
Thus we have G„ =  A nBn as required. 12.2.31
The following lemma generalizes a finite result o f O.H. Kegel [32, lemma 1). 
For the proof we shall need a result «hie to Hartley and Peng.
T h eorem  2.2.4 (H artley  and P eng [21, coro lla ry  B 2 ]). Suppose G  sat­
isfies the minimal condition for subgroups and A  <  G. I f A permutes with 
each o f ith conjugates in G, then A sn G.
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L em m a 2.2 .5. Let G  be a Gemikov group. I f  G has three complete classes 
A . B and C o f  conjugate subgroups such that for all pairs X , Y  from different 
classes X Y  =  Y X . and these products form a single conjugacy class R , then 
any two elements o f R  permute. In particular K  E R. is subnormal in G.
Proof o f  2.2.5: We shall follow Kegel’s proof closely, making the necessary 
adjustments for our infinite case. Let A , B  and C\ be members of the classes 
A , B and C respectively. Suppose A B  =  K , then BC\ =  K a 1 for some g 6  G. 
Thus
K  =  B 'C f.
Now let C? =  C, then A < I\ and C  <  K . Hence 
A C  <  K.
By our hypothesis A C  is conjugate to K . Since G  is periodic no subgroup can 
be conjugate to a proper subgroup of itself. Thus .4C =  K . In the same way 
we obtain B C  =  K .
Let h e  G, then
K h =  B hCh =  AhC h.
Now since A  permutes with B h and C h it will permute with K h. Similarly B 
permutes with K h. Hence K  =  A B  permutes with K h. We may now apply 
theorem 2.2.4 to deduce that K  is subnormal in G. \ 2.2.51
We are now able to prove:
T h e o re m  2.2 .6. A Gemikov group G is hypercentral if  and only if it possesses 
three hypercentral subgroups A, B  and C  such that G  =  A B  =  BC  =  CA.
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Proof o f  2.2.6: (i) The necessary condition is satisfied if we let A , B  and C  be 
the whole group G.
(ii) For the sufficient condition we must first show that the Sylow subgroups 
o f G  are normal subgroups. Since A  is a hyperceutral group it is locally 
nilpotent. It is also periodic and so by theorem 2.2.2 it is a direct product of 
its Sylow subgroups. Suppose p is a prime and let Ap be the unique Sylow 
p-subgroup o f  A. Similarly B  and C  have normal Sylow p-subgroups Bp and 
Cp respectively.
Now form the following three classes of subgroups;
A =  {A'p . g € G )
B =  {B 9 : g e  G )
C = { C '  . g e  G ).
By lemma 2.2.3 APBP is a Sylow p-subgroup of G  and hence Ap and Bp per­
mute. In the same way Ap, Bp and Cp permute pairwise. We can also show 
that Ap permutes with any conjugate of Bp, that is APB9 =  B 9AP for any 
g €  G. Since g €  G =  A B  =  B A  we have g =  ba for some a €  A  and b G B. 
Therefore A B 9 =  AB ", and since
G =  G° =  A aBa =  A B ",
we have G =  A B a. Now we may apply 2.2.3 to this factorization to deduce 
that APB 9 is a subgroup, that is Ap permutes with B 9. Thus if X  and Y  are 
any two groups from the classes A , B and C we have X Y  =  Y X .  Here the 
products X Y  are in fact Sylow p-subgroups of G. Since G is a Cernikov group, 
by lemma 2.2.1, they are all conjugate and the set of products X Y  forms a 
single conjugacy class.
We are now in a position to apply lemma 2.2.5 to G  where A , B and C are 
complete classes of conjugate subgroups. This yields the result that a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G  is subnormal in G. By inducting along the subnormal chain 
we can show that the normal closure of a Sylow p-subgroup is also a p-group.
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Thus a Sylow p-subgroup must equal its normal closure in G , that is it must 
he a normal subgroup of G.
Now that we have shown that, for an arbitrary prime p, each Sylow p- 
subgroup is normal in G we can think o f G  as a finite direct product of its 
Sylow p-subgroups. Thus in order to show that G  is hypercentral it is suffi­
cient to show that each Sylow p-subgroup is hyperceutral. However a Ceruikov 
group is locally finite, hence a p-subgroup will be locally nilpotent. Since sub­
groups inherit the minimal condition from G  a p-subgroup o f  G  is hypercentral. 
Therefore every Sylow p-subgroup of G is hyperceutral, and so G  itself is hy­
percentral. 12.2.6[
Recall that a Cernikov group is hypercentral if and only if it is locally 
nilpotent. In order to proceed to the case of a Ceruikov group which has a 
triple factorization by nilpotent subgroups we require the following results.
T heorem  2 .2 .7  ( [40, 5 .2 .1]). I f G  is a nilpotent group and 1 ^  N  <  G, 
then N  fl Z (G ) ?  1.
T heorem  2 .2 .8  (Lennox and Stonehew er [36, co ro lla ry  5 .3 .4]). A di­
visible subgroup o f  a periodic nilpotent group G lies in the centre of G.
T heorem  2 .2 .9 . A Cemikov group is nilpotent if and only i f  it possesses three 
nilpotent subgroups A, B  and C  such that G  — AB = B C  =  CA .
Proof o f 2.2.9: (i) As before take all three subgroups to  be G  to show the 
necessity.
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(ii) Now to prove sufficiency observe that a nilpotent group is hyperceutral 
and thus by theorem 2.2.6 the group G  is hyperceutral. Further, as we demon­
strated in the proof o f 2.2.6, in this case G is a direct product o f a finite number 
o f Sylow subgroups. Thus it is enough to show that the desired result holds 
for p-groups. One must note that by lemma 2.2.3 a Sylow p-subgroup of G  
inherits the triple factorization.
Let G m denote the minimal subgroup of finite index in G. Then the sub­
group G" is a direct product of a finite number o f quasicyclic subgroups. 
Since G/G* is finite there must exist some finite subgroup X  <  G  such that 
G  =  G 'X , see figure 2.1. For example we could take the subgroup generated 
by coset representatives of G/Gm\ since G is locally finite this will be a finite 
group.
Figure 2.1.
Since A, B  and C  are also Cernikov groups we can treat them in the same 
way to obtain A =  A mA i, B  =  B mB\ and C  =  C*C|, where A m, B " and C* are 
the minimal subgroups of finite index in A, B  and C  respectively and A\, B\ 
ami C\ are finite subgroups. Without loss o f generality we may assume that 
X  >  <  j4|, B\,C\ > , for if not we simply increase X  by a finite group.
Consider the subgroup G’  fl X .  Since G " is abelian G“ fl X  <  G ’  ami also 
G‘  f\ X  <  X ,  so we have G ' D X  <  G. Therefore, if G ‘  D X  ^  1, we can
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find some minimal normal subgroup N  o f G  such that N  <  G" D X .  Now G 
is locally uilpotent and X  is finite so X  is nilpotent, hence, by theorem 2.2.7, 
N r \ Z (X )  ^  1. However N  fl Z (X )  <  G, for it is normal in both X  and G". 
Thus the minimality of N  implies that N  Cl Z (X )  =  N, that is N  <  Z (X ). 
Since N  <  G" =  Z (G m) we have
N  <  Z (X )C Z (G ') ,
and so
N  <  Z (G ).
Now consider G/N. If we apply the above process again we obtain a 
normal subgroup M  <  G  such that M/N is a minimal normal subgroup of
G/N and M/N  <  (G ' n  X )/N . Hence
M/N <  Z(G/N).
Thus, since G ' fl X  is finite, we can build up a central series starting from the 
identity,
\ <3 n  < 1 m  <  ■■■ < c r n x .
We now only have to prove that G/(G’  fl X )  is nilpotent . so we may assume
that Gm fl X  =  1.
We shall now show that X  also exhibits a triple factorization. Since
G/G’  =  G 'X/G ’  X / (X  n  G ‘ )
and under the isomorphism
AG '/G' — ► (X  n  A G ')/ (X  n  Gm)
and
BG'/Gm — » ( X n  BG ’ )/ (X  n  G '),
X  must inherit this factorization and so we have
X  =  ( X  n  A G ')(X  n  BG ‘ ).
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Since A ’  <  G* we have AG * =  AiG m, and similarly BG* =  B\G’ . Hence 
x  =  (X n A ,G * ) (X n B ,G * ) .
Now apply Dedekiud’s lemma to obtain
X  =  y 4 ,(X n G * ).B ,(X n G * ),
and so in this case
X  =  A lB l.
By considering the other factorizations we have
X  =  A\B\ =  B , C, =  C ,A j.
Now form the following three classes of subgroups;
A  =  {A? : s  6 C )
B =  { f l f  : g e  G)
C -  (C f : g € G).
In order to apply lemma 2.2.5 to the above we must show that any element of 
one class permutes with that of another, that is
A"B\ =  B,i4?
for any g € G.
First observe that
G =  A B  =  A 'A tB ’ Bt,
and so g  =  a*rt|6*l»i for some a* €  i4’ , « i G i4|, 6’  € B* and b\ G B|. Now 
since 4^* is a divisible subgroup of the periodic uilpoteut subgroup A  we may 
apply theorem 2.2.8 to obtain A’  <  Z(A)\ B" <  Z (B )  follows similarly. So
A‘,B , =  a ; ' “ *’ *1 b ,
=  a ,
=  a ; -1'B ,.
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However Bx h' =  B\, and so if 6 =  ii’ fcj
A9XBX =  A ? *
=  X b.
In the same way any elements from different classes permute and the products 
they form are conjugates of X . Thus we can apply lemma 2.2.5 to find X  is 
subnormal in G.
Now G  is the join o f a normal abelian subgroup G’  and a subnormal 
nilpoteut subgroup X .  We shall show by induction that in this case G  must 
be uilpotent. Suppose -Y is subnormal in G  in u steps, that is 
X  <  X x <  <J X n =  G.
Since G ’  fl X\ <  X\ we may apply Fitting's theorem to see that (G* fl X\ )X  
is a uilpoteut normal subgroup of X\. However by Dedekiud’s lemma
(G m nx,)x =  x,n Gmx =  xu
thus X i is nilpoteut and X\ <  X j- By applying the above to successive terms 
o f the chain we see each one is uilpoteut until finally G  is reached. Thus the 
join o f an abelian normal subgroup and a nilpoteut subnormal subgroup is 
nilpotent and our result is proved. 12 .2 .91
We shall now generalize to the much wider class of groups, A  . Recall that 
a group lies in A if it is a finite extension of a direct product of quasicyclic 
subgroups. Using the above results for Ceruikov groups it is possible to prove 
the following theorem.
T h e o re m  2.2 .10. The group G G A  is locally nilpotent if and only if  it pos­
sesses three locally nilpotent subgroups A . B  and C  such that G  — A B  =  B C  —
CA.
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Proof o f  2.2.10: (i) for the necessary condition let A, B  and C  be the whole 
group G.
(ii) For the sufficient condition we shall utilize theorem 2.2.6. Let G" be 
the minimal subgroup of finite index in G. Thus Gm is a direct product of 
a possibly infinite number of quasicyclic subgroups. As in the Cernikov case 
there exists a finite subgroup X  <  G  such that G =  G 'X .
We shall now construct a subgroup whose quotient in (7 is a Cernikov 
group. First let
c -  =  n  c » .
A€A
where A is an index set and each C\ Cp~, for some prime p\. Now for each 
p  €  A form the subgroup
D „ = U  Cx.
Then <  G ’  and
G’ /Dp * C p ^  Cp~.
Since Dp is not necessarily normal in G  we construct the subgroups
Eu = n d:,
then Ep <  G  for each p  6  A, see figure 2.2. Now Gm/Ep embeds in the 
cartesian product
C r ,€*  G-/DI.
Since AT is a finite set the cartesian product is in fact direct. However for each 
x  €  X  we have,
G’ ID*p ar (G ’ /Dp)* a c ; 2 i  Cp~.
Thus Gm/Ep is isomorphic to a finite direct product of quasicyclic subgroups, 
and so G/Ep is a Ceruikov group.
The quotient G/Ep will inherit the triple factorization of the group, that 
is
G/Ep =  (AEp/Ep)(BEp/Ep) =  (B E p/E p)(C E JE p) =  (CEp/Ep)(AEp/Ep)
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O G
6 g *
6  D„
6  E*
6 1 = ru«* e>
Figure 2.2.
where (AE^/E„), (B EhlE ^) and (CE^/E^) are lorally uilpoteut. Thus, since 
a Cernikov group is locally uilpotent if and only if it is hyperceutral, by theo­
rem 2.2.6 we have G/E ,^ is locally nilpotent. Since
#.€A
G embeds in the cartesian product
Cr^gA G/Ep.
It now only remains to show that a locally finite group that embeds in a 
cartesian product of locally nilpoteut groups is itself locally uilpotent.
Let H  be a finitely generated subgroup o f G , thus H  is a finite group. Now
H/(H  n  Ex) -  HEx/Ex
where HEx/E\ is locally uilpotent and so H/(H  fl E\) is nilpotent. Let H =  
hu}. Since |~|a€A E\ =  1 we can find, for each i, some A, € A such that 
hi £  £*, . Thus
(n i.
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Therefor«*, since
H  3
H
i t „ ( £ a. n  h ).
H  embeds in a finite direct product of nilpotent subgroups. Hence H  is uilpo- 
tent, and G is shown to be locally nilpotent. 12.2.101
This result leads immediately to the hypercentral case.
C orollary  2 .2 .11 . The group G  € & is hypercentral i f  and only if  it possesses 
three hypercentral subgroups A, B  and C  such that G  =  A B  =  B C  — C A .
Proof o f 2.2.11: (i) Let A , B  and C  be equal to the whole group G. this shows 
the necessary condition.
(ii) For sufficiency observe that a hyperceutral subgroup is locally nilpo­
tent. Therefore, by theorem 2.2.10, G  is locally uilpotent. Now Stouehewer 
has shown [43, lemma 2.4] that a locally nilpotent group which has a hyper­
ceutral subgroup H  <  G  such that G/H  is finitely generated must itself be 
hyperceutral. 12.2.111
We are now able to proceed to a triple factorization by nilpotent subgroups.
T h eorem  2 .2 .12 . The group G  £ & is nilpotent i f  and only if  it possesses 
three nilpotent subgroups A . B  and C  such that G  =  A B  =  B C  — CA.
Proof o f 2.2.12: (i) Let A. B  and C  be the whole group to satisfy the necessary 
condition.
(ii) For sufficiency we first observe that G must be locally nilpotent by 
theorem 2.2.10. Now, by theorem 2.2.2, a periodic locally uilpotent group
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may be expressed as a direct product of its Sylow subgroups, that is
G = I I G „
A€A
where each GPx is the unique Sylow subgroup of G.
We shall now show that G  is in fact a direct product of an abelian subgroup 
and a finite number o f the GPx's, and that GPx €  £  for all A €  A. Consider 
the situation of figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3.
Denote the subgroup GPx flC* by Gpx. Since it divides | G : Gm | the index 
| GPx : G ’ x | is finite for all A €  A. We shall now show that there are only
a finite number o f A for which GPx ^  G‘ a. For if we take {1 ........n } to be a
finite subset of A such that GPl /  G'Pt for i €  {1 ........ « }  the following holds,
|G„ - ' G ^ : G ; - - C ^ | = n | G ^ : G ; | .
■ ■I
Now each factor is finite and divides | G  : G‘  |, and so we deduce 
I ®pi • '' C>n : ■••G’ttn | is finite and it also divides | G  : G* |. Since
I G : G m | is finite the number n cannot be increased indefinitely. Thus 
the number of such GPx must be finite, m say.
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Now G'/Ey is a divisible abelian subgroup of the periodic nilpotent group 
G/Ef,, and so by theorem 2.2.8
Gm/Elt <  Z (G /E „).
This is equivalent to the statement
Cc,e.(G-/E„) =  6 /E..
We shall use this to show that for any g €  G  we have g €  Ca(G’ ).
Firstly < G '/E,,,gEf, >  must be abelian, and so
< G’ ,g  > ' <  Eft.
However this holds for all g € A, and thus 
< C . g > ' <
/igA
that is g €  Ca(Gm). Since this holds for all g €  G  we have G* < Z (G ). Now 
G /G * is a finite p-group and so nilpotent. Therefore G  is nilpotent.
The above p-group case demonstrates that our group G  is a direct product 
of a finite number o f uilpoteut subgroups, and thus it is itself uilpoteut.
12.2.121
2.3. Groups with an abelian triple factorization
In this section we shall consider the situation where a group has a triple fac­
torization by abelian subgroups. Of particular interest will be the results of 
Robinson and Stonehewer [41]. We shall prove a number o f corollaries o f their 
main theorem the most important of which concerns a group with finite abelian 
total rank. If such a group has an abelian triple factorization, then we show 
that it must be uilpoteut.
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Let us begin by stating the main result of Robinson and Stonehewer's 
paper.
Theorem 2.3 .1  (Robinson and Stonehewer [41, theorem 3]). Let G  be
a group with abelian subgroups A , B  and C  such that G  =  A B  =  B C  =  CA. 
I f GIG' has finite torsion-free rank, then G  is locally nilpotent.
This leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 2 .3 .2 . Let the periodic group G be a finite extension o f a hy­
percentral subgroup. I f  G has abelian subgroups A, B  and C  such that 
G  =  A B  =  B C  =  CA , then the whole group is hypercentral.
Proof o f 2.3.2: Since G/G' is periodic r0(G/G') =  0, and we may apply 
theorem 2.3.1 to deduce that G  is locally uilpoteut. Now we are in a position to 
apply Stouehewer’s lemma [43, 2.4] which shows that a locally uilpotent group 
which is a finite extension of a hypercentral subgroup is itself hypercentral.
In order to proceed to the main result of this section we shall need the 
following theorem of Robinson and Stouehewer.
Theorem 2 .3 .3  (Robinson and Stonehewer [41, theorem 2]). Let G
be a group which is a. product o f  two abelian subgroups A and B. Then every 
chief factor o f  G  is centralized by A or B.
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This gives rise to the immediate corollary;
C o ro lla ry  2.3.4. Let G  be a group with abelian subgroups A, B  and C such 
that G  =  AB  =  B C  =  C  A. Then the chief factors o f  G  lie in the centre.
Filially we require the three subgroup lemma of Hall and a result of 
McLain.
L em m a  2.3.5 (H all [20, leninia 1 ]). Let H. K  and L be subgroups o f  a 
group G. I f  any two o f  the commutator subgroups [H, A", L]. [A', L. H\ and 
[A, H, A'] are contained in a normal subgroup o f G, so is the third.
T h e o re m  2.3.6 (M cL a in  [37, th eorem  2 .2 ]). If N  is a minimal normal 
subgroup o f a locally nilpotent group G . then N  is contained in the centre o f
G.
We are now ready to turn our attention to groups with finite abelian total 
rank.
T h e o re m  2.3 .7. Let G  be a group with abelian subgroups A , B  and C  such 
that G  =  AB =  B C  =  CA. If G  has finite abelian total rank, then it is 
nilpotent.
P roof o f 2.X.7: (1) First we must show that G  is a locally nilpoteut group. 
Since A  and B  are abelian subgroups by hypothesis we have
r0(j4) <  oo and r0(B ) <  oo.
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Heuce
ro(AG'/G') <  oo and r0 (BG'/G') <  oo,
and so since
ro(G / G ) < ro (A G / G )  +  ro(B G / G ),
we have
r0 (G / G ) <  oo.
We may now apply theorem 2.3.1 to deduce that G is locally nilpotent.
Let AT =  G'.
(2) Suppose N  is torsion-free. It is not difficult to show that in this case G 
is uilpotent. Let X  be any finitely generated subgroup of G. Since G  is locally 
uilpotent X  is a nilpotent group, and so all its subgroups are finitely generated. 
In particular Y  =  X  C\N is a finitely generated, torsion-free, abelian subgroup, 
of rank r say. Heuce
Y  3S <  yi >  x  • • • x  <  yr > ,
and if p  is any prime
Y p SE < 3/ f  >  x  • • • X <  yp >  .
Now Y p is a characteristic subgroup o f Y  <  X ,  and so Y p <  X .  Thus we 
may form Y/Yp, an elementary abelian p-group of order pr . Since Y/Yp is a 
finite normal subgroup of X /Y p it must contain a minimal »me. Now X / Y p 
is locally nilpoteut, so this subgroup must lie in its centre, and hence w<- may 
factor it out. We now repeat the pr»»cess which will terminate as Y/Yp is a 
finite group. Eventually we obtain
Y/Yp <  Zr(X / Y p),
or equivalently
[Y, rX ] <  Y p.
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However the prime p was arbitrary, and so
[Y, rX ] <  n ^ - 1*
P€V
Now X/Y  is isomorphic to XN /N , and so it is abelian, which implies that 
X  is nilpotent with class no greater than r +  1. Thus every finitely generated 
subgroup of G  is nilpoteut with this bound on the class. It is well known that 
in this situation the whole group G  is nilpoteut with the same bound.
(3) Now suppose that N  is not torsion-free. Let T  be the torsion subgroup 
o f  N . Since N  4 s abelian T  must be a Cernikov group by the hypothesis on G. 
Therefore let
r  =  F (C ,r  X • • • X C ,r ), 
where F  is a finite subgroup.
(i) First show that we can factor out by F. We may assume that F  is a 
normal subgroup of G , for if not we simply replace it by F G, this is still a finite 
group by the following argument. Conjugates of F , being of finite order, all 
lie in T. Since T  is a Ceruikov group it has only a finite number of elements of 
any given order, hence only a finite number of conjugates o f F  exist. Thus one 
m ay assume that F  is a finite normal subgroup of G. Therefore F  contains a 
minimal normal subgroup of G. By corollary 2.3.4 this will lie in the centre of 
G . Now as above we may factor out by this subgroup and repeat the process 
until we finally obtain
F  <  Z ,(G ),
for some integer i.
Hence we may consider
T  =  (C ,~  x  • • • x C ,r ).
(ii) Now construct a series for T,
1 <  M  -  A/, <  M t <  • • • <  M , =  7\
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where for each i €  { 1 , . . . , M, <  G, and A/,+i /M , is a divisible group which 
is minimal with respect to being infinite in T/A/,-. Since T has finite rank the 
number o f terms in such a series will be finite. Tims we have a finite parameter 
for G  upon which we may use induction. Hence one can assume that G/M  is 
nilpotent o f  class c.
Now define subgroups which are the ‘projections’ of M  onto A  and B. Let 
A\ =  {a  6  A  : 3 b 6  B such that ab 6 M }
and
B\ =  {6 €  B  : 3 a 6 A such that ab € A /}.
That A\ and B\ are indeed subgroups can be shown by the following argument. 
It is clear that A\ <  (-4 H M B ), where since M  <  G the product M B  is a 
group. Now if a 6  (A  fl M B ) we can find m € M  and 6 6 B  such that a =  mb 
and hence ab~l =  m, thus A\ >  (A  fl M B ). Since now A\ =  (A n  M B )  we 
deduce that A\ is a subgroup o f A. In the same way we can show that B i is 
a subgroup o f B.
We shall now show that [A/, B\) =  1. Since M  C B A  if m € M , then 
m =  ba for some b € B  and « 6 - 4 .  Suppose that b\ 6  B \, then
[m, bi] =  [ba,bi] =  [a,&i],
and thus
[M .M  <  [A ,M .
Now if « i 6  A t is such that «[6| 6  M , then
(A/, Ai) <  1^,5,) =  [i4,«|6|],
where [-4, «i6|] is finite by the following argument. The subgroup [-4,«i&i] is 
generated by elements o f the form « _ , .(«ifci)_ , .a .(a i6i) € M  <  T. Now T  has 
only a finite number of elements o f any given order, so the number o f elements 
o f the form ( ( « i Aj is finite. Thus [-4, «i6i] is a finitely generated subgroup
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contained in the periodic abelian group T. and so it is finite as required, hence 
[A/, 6j ] is also finite.
The map
9 : M  — ► [A/, 6,)
defined by
9(m) =  [m, 6j]
is a homomorphism o f  groups. Thus since [A/. i»i] is the image of M  it must 
also be a divisible group. However the only divisible finite group is the trivial 
group, so [A/, 6|] =  1. Since this holds for all bt 6 B\ we have
[M .fl,] =  l.
(iii) Suppose [N , B\ \ is an infinite subgroup. We claim that then [N. B\\ =  
M  , and it is possible to construct a G-homomorphism which proves the uilpo- 
tency of G.
Let us first consider [N , B\]. If g €  G, «  € N  and 6| 6 f l i ,  then
K M *  =  [»*, (y,
and since n° and [«/, 6J"1] €  N,
Therefore <  G.
Now n €  N  C B A ,  and so n =  (hi for some 6 € B  and a €  A. Thus 
[n,b}] =  [ba,bx] =  [a,6j].
Since b\ € B\ there exists some <i| 6 A such that ai&i 6 A /, and so
[n, 6i] =  [a ,a(b|] €  A/,
hence
[.V. B,i < A/
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Therefore, since M  is a minimal infinite normal subgroup of G. we conclude 
that
[N , # i] =  M.
We shall now construct a G-liomomorphism of groups. Let /  6  B| and 
define a map
o  : N/M  — * [AT, A,]
by the action
o t(yM ) =  [y, x],
where y €  N. This makes sense since [A/, x] =  1. Now check that a  is a 
homomorphism. If y t, y2 € AT, then since AT is abelian
«(y iy ^ M ) =  [yiy2,x]
=  ly .,*]"[ya ,*]
=  a (y1A f)a(y2A/).
If g  6  G, then
a ((y M )9) =  a(y9 M )
=  (v .e - 'i*
=  [».*]•
=  «(s/M )»,
and so a  commutes with the action of G. Hence a  is a G-homomorphism from 
the normal subgroup N/At to [AT, B|].
Recall that G/M  is nilpotent o f class c, thus
[N/M , cG/M] < M/M.
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When we apply a  to this expression we obtain the identity 
[AT, at, CG] =  1.
Therefore
[JV,*] <  Z A G ).
Now since
[N , B\J =  <  [N , x\ : x  6  B\ > , 
and the above holds for all j  6 B|. we have
[JV,B,| <  Zr (G).
Hence
IN,B,, CG] =  1.
However from the above [Ar, B\] =  M . aud so
[M. ,G\ =  1.
Now since G/M  is nilpoteut the whole group G  is nilpotent.
(iv) Consider the final possibility, that [N, B\] is finite. The above argu­
ment is symmetrical in A  and B  so we m ay also assume that [N. i4i] is finite. 
Since [AT, i4|] is a normal subgroup, if it is non-trivial, it will contain some 
minimal normal subgroup of G  which, since G  is locally uilpoteut. will lie in 
the centre. Thus we may factor out by this subgroup and repeat the process 
until finally we may assume that [N, j4 i ] =  1.
Since [AT, i4i] =  1 is equivalent to [f?, i4, .Aj] =  1, and we know that 
[A, A\.B] =  1, lemma 2.3.5 yields
(A „ £ ,A )  =  1.
Now [A/, B] is a normal subgroup o f G , by the same argument as that use«! 
for (AT, B\). Since [A/, B] <  M  it is either finite or e«jual to A/. If [A/, B] is 
finite tlu*n divisibility implies that
[A /.fl] =  1.
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and so M  commutes with B. If [M, B] =  M  we simply observe that
= [BlA l,B\ >  [A/, B],
and so the above yields
[M, A) =  1 ,
and M  commutes with A.
Thus we have shown that either A  or B  commutes with M . Suppose that 
A  commutes with M. By a similar argument from the factorization G  =  B C , 
we have B  or C  commutes with A/. Therefore G  commutes with M  and 
M  <  Z(G). Since G/M  is already nilpoteut, we conclude that G  is itself 
nilpotent as required. 12.3.71
This leads to the following corollary, a special case o f the more general 
theorem 2.2.9 where we showed that only a uilpotent triple factorization is 
necessary.
C oro llary  2.3.8. I f the Cemikov group G has abelian subgroups A, B and C  
such that G =  A B  =  B C  =  CA, then G  is nilpotent.
P roof o f 2.3.8: Since Cernikov groups have finite abelian total rank this follows 
immediately from theorem 2.3.7. 12.3.8]
Finally we generalize theorem 2.3.3 by considering the class of Ceruikov 
groups.
T h e o re m  2.3.9. Let G be a Cernikov group which is the product o f two abelian 
subgroups A and B . I f  M  is a normal subgroup o f  G  which is minimal with 
respect to being infinite, then M  is centralized by either A  or B.
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Proof o f  2.3.9: We shall follow closely the proof o f Robinson and Stouehewer. 
making the necessary adjustments for our situation. We may assume that 
A C B  =  1. Let
At =  (A  D B M )
and
B, =  (B n  AM ).
If N  =  G', then N  is aheliau. Let us also form A t =  (i4 n B N ) and B2 =  
(B n  A N ), then
( * )  A2B7 = B2A 2 = A2N  =  B2N
is the factorizer o f N.
Consider the normal subgroup \1 n  N . Since this is contained in M  it 
must either he finite or equal to M. Suppose M  n  N  is finite. Then  for any 
g e G
[g,M ] <  (M H N ),
and so is also finite. If we then construct a homomorphism
9 : M  — >\g,M]
defined by
S(m) =
we see that [«/, Af] is the image of M  under 6 . Thus [</, M] is a divisible group, 
and hence [</, M ] =  1. Since this holds for all y €  G  we have
[G, A/] =  l.
and so
M  <  Z(G ).
Therefore we may assume that (A / n  N ) =  M , that is
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Consider the normal subgroup [Aa,M ]. Since M  <  G  this lies in M , and 
so once again we conclude that either [A2,M ] =  M  or it is finite. Now since 
A 2 B2 is a Ceruikov group, and by (*) it possesses a triple factorization by 
abelian subgroups, we may apply corollary 2.3.8 to deduce that it is nilpotent. 
Thus since A 2 and M  both lie in A2B 2 we cannot have [Aj, M ] =  M .
Hence [A2, M ] is a finite group. Now, in the same way as above, divisibility 
implies [A2 ,Af\ =  1. Thus since B\ <  A\M, and A  is abelian, we have
Therefore, as B  is also abelian, N  < A 2B 2 implies [N, B t] =  1, that is
Now consider the normal subgroup [A ,M ]. Since it lies in M  it is either 
finite or equal to  M . But once again if [A, M) is finite divisibility implies 
[A, M] =  1, and A  commutes with M . Thus we need only consider the case 
where [A, M ] — M . Since
[Aa, B\] =  1.
[A ,f l ,B ,]  =  1.
Since [B, B\, A) =  1 from lemma 2.3.5 we deduce
[A, B \, B] =  1.
[A. M) <  [A, A|£|] =  [A, B\)
from the above we obtain
Hence
[A/. B\ =  1.
and B  commutes with M.
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We shall now consider the situation where a group G  is factorized by two 
abelian subgroups A  and B  and ask for which subgroups H  does the following
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hold, H  =  (HC\A)(HP\B)'l We shall examine the cases of the Fitting subgroup 
and the Hirsch-Plotkiu radical when the group G  is firstly a Cernikov group 
and then a member of the class R. Theorem 2.4.3 provides an alternative 
proof of Amberg’s result for minimax groups. We shall require the following 
lemmas.
L em m a 2.4 .1 . I f the group G  is a finite extension o f  a nilpotent subgroup, 
then the Fitting subgroup o f  G  is nilpotent.
Proof o f  2.4-1: Let G* be a nilpotent normal subgroup of G such that | G  : G" | 
is finite. If H  is any normal nilpotent subgroup of G  it is contained in the 
product H G m, which is nilpotent by Fitting’s theorem. Thus we may consider 
an alternative characterization o f the Fitting subgroup as the product of all 
normal nilpotent subgroups which contain G*. Since | G : G* | is finite there 
are only a finite number o f  such subgroups, hence their product is nilpotent.
f z x n
L em m a 2.4 .2 . Let the p-group G be a finite extension o f a divisible abelian 
subgroup G*. Then the Fitting subgroup, F (G ), satisfies
F (G )= C c (G*).
Proof o f  2.4-2: Since G* is a normal abelian subgroup of G we have G’  <  
F (G ). Now by lemma 2.4.1 F (G ) is a periodic uilpotent subgroup, and so, by 
theorem 2.2.8,
C  <  Z (F (G )),
that is
F (G ) < Cc;(G‘ ).
Now G /G ' is a finite p-group, and so C<;(G*)/G* is nilpoteut. However
G’  < Z(C<;(G-)),
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and so Ca(G ’ ) is itself nilpotent and normal in G. Thus 
Cg (G ’ ) <  F (G ),
and finally we have
Cg (G ’ ) =  F (G ).
We are now able to embark on the proof of the theorem.
T h eorem  2.4 .3. I f G  is a Cemikov group with abelian subgroups A and B  
such that G  =  AB , then the Fitting subgroup o f G factorizes.
Proof o f 2.4.8: Amberg has shown in [1] that in this situation the Hirsch- 
Plotkiu radical, p(G), does factorize. Thus
p(G ) =  (p (G )n A )(p (G )n B ) .
Since F (G ) <  p(G) we have
F (G ) n (p (G ) n A ) =  F (G ) n A,
and similarly
F (G )  n (p(G ) r\B) =  F (G ) n B.
Therefore we may as well take p(G ) to  be the whole group, that is assume G 
is locally nilpotent.
Now a periodic locally uilpotent group is a direct product o f its Sylow 
p-subgroups. Thus we can further assume that G  is a p-group. Consider the 
situation o f  figure 2.4, where G* is the minimal subgroup of finite index in G, 
and the G, are chosen such that G,+\/G, <  G /G , and each factor is minimal 
with respect to being infinite. We may now apply theorem 2.3.9 to see that, 
for 1 <  i <  n, each factor G1+i/G , is centralized by either A  or B.
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O G
Ac*
0
i>  Gi+t
<> G,
6 1
Figure 2.4.
We wish to show that F (G ) factorizes, that is when /  €  F (G ) < A B  is 
written f  =  nb with a £ A  and b € B, then a €  F (G ) and b 6  F (G ). Now by 
lemma 2.4.2 we have /  6  Ca{G“ ). If A  centralizes G ,+ i/G ,, then a does and 
b =  a -1 /  will also. This still holds if B  is the centralizing subgroup. Therefore 
a and b centralize every factor G .W & -
Consider <  G*,a > . Since G* is a normal subgroup G* <  <  G*,a > . The 
subgroup < G *,a >  is then nilpotent with central series
1 <  G| <  G2 <3 • • • <  G „ =  G* <  < G *,o > .
Now G* is a divisible abelian group contained in the periodic nilpotent sub­
group < G*,a > , and hence, by theorem 2.2.8,
G* < Z (<  G *,a  > ).
Thus «  commutes with G*, and so
a € C a (C T ) =  F (G ).
Finally b =  a - ' /  6  F (G ) and
F (G ) =  (F (G ) n A )(F (G ) n B).
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[aT51
We shall now generalize this result to & groups. First we shall consider 
the case where G  6 A is also a p-group.
Theorem 2.4.4. I f G  £ & u* a p-group with two abelian subgroups A and B 
such that G  =  AB . then the Fitting subgroup o f  G  also factorizes.
Proof o f  2-4-4: If Gm is the minimal subgroup o f finite index in G. then
c -  =  n c A
A€A
where C\ =f Cp~ for all A 6  A. Following the proof of theorem 2.2.10 for each 
/j €  A we can find a normal subgroup <  G ’  such that G/E„  is a Cernikov 
group and f|P6A E„ =  \. Thus we have the situation of figure 2.5.
n c
<) F <G )
O  G-
<{> Em
0  1 =  n*€A
F ig u r e  2 .S .
Now by lemma 2.4.1 F (G ) is a normal uilpoteut subgroup «if G. hence
FIG)/Eh <  F (G /E „).
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If /  6  F (G ) <  A B , then /  =  ab for some a £ A  and b £  B  and we have
/ .£ „  =  (rnEm).(hEm),
where
/ . £ „  £  F {G /E ,).
Since (G/E„) inherits the factorization of G, and it is a  Cernikov group, we 
may apply theorem 2.4.3 to see that
F(G/Eti) =  (F(G/Eh) n  AEp/E„)(F(G/Ep) n  B E J E „).
Hence
aE„ €  F (G /£?„).
Now (<?/£„)* =  G'/Ep, and so by lemma 2.4.2
F (G /E „) =  CaiBA<r/EM).
Thus the group <  aE^, G '¡E ^  >  is abelian, and
<  a, G ' > ' <
Since this holds for all /i €  A, we have
< a ,G *  > ' <  f|  =
*i€A
and a commutes with G“ . Now we apply lemma 2.4.2 to conclude that a € 
F (G )  and b =  a ~ ' f e  F (G ). Thus
F (G ) =  (F (G )  fl ¿ ) (F (G )  n B ),
as required. 12.4.41
Let us now proceed to the case where G need not be a p-group.
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Theorem 2.4 .5 . I f the group G  £ ft has two abelian subgroups A and B such 
that G  =  AB, then the Fitting subgroup o f  G  also factorizes.
Proof o f  2-4-5: Let G* denote the minimal subgroup o f  finite index in G, then
c = n cx
A€A
where for each A 6 A the subgroup C\ =  Cp~ for som e prime p\. Following 
the proof of theorem 2.2.10 for each p £  A we can define a normal subgroup 
such that G/Ep is a Cernikov group and flP€A =  1- 
We shall now define a further set of subgroups. For each p £  A let Fli <  G 
be such that
FJE h =  F(G/E„).
Since F (G )  is a normal uilpotent subgroup o f G we have
F (G )/£ „ < FJE „ .
We may represent this situation by figure 2.6. Let /  £ F (G ) <  A B , where 
O  G
i f ,
O  F(G)
¿ G *
A E„
o  i  =  n « A £ »
Figure 2.6.
/  =  ab for some a £ A and b £ B. Consider
/ £ „  €  F (G )/E „  <  F J E h.
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where F^/E^ factorizes by theorem 2.4.3. Therefore we have
« £ „  G F J E „  n A E J E „
which implies a G F^. Since this holds for all p G A,
»  e  n  F , .
n£\
In order to conclude the proof we shall show that (~|MeA F„ =  F (G ). Let
N - Q F ' ,
<*6A
then clearly N  >  F (G ). Now F^jE^ is a nilpoteut and periodic group and so 
N/Ef, is also. Since G'/E,, =  (G /E „)m it is a divisible abelian subgroup and 
thus, by theorem 2.2.8,
G‘ /Eh <  Z(N /E„).
Hence [G*, JV] <  E This holds for all p G A and so we have
[c - . t f ]  <  n  k  - 1 .
(i€A
that is G* <  Z (N ). However N/Gm is nilpoteut, since it is a quotient group of 
N/E„, and so N  is itself nilpoteut. As AT is a normal subgroup of G
N  <  F(G),
and so
N  =  F(G).
Therefore Anally we obtain a G F (G ), and then b G F (G ), which implies
as required.
F(G) = (F(G) n i4)(F(G) n B ).
It is also easy to prove that in this situation the Hirsch-Plotkiu radical of
G factorizes.
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T heorem  2 .4 .6 . I f  the group G £ ft. has abelian subgroups A  and B  such that 
G =  AB, then the Hirsch-Plotkin radical o f G also factorizes.
Proof o f  2.4-6: Following the proof of theorem 2.2.10 for each p £ A we 
may define a normal subgroup such that G/E» is a Ceruikov group and 
n„eA E» =  !• Now we shall define for each p £ A subgroups p(G)^ <  G  such 
that p(G)ft/El, is the Hirsch-Plotkiu radical of G/E'M. Since p(G)/E„ is locally 
nilpotent and normal in G/Etl we have
p (G )/£ „  <  p (G )J E „,
and so p(G) <  p(G )„.
Suppose h £  p(G) <5 AB. then h — ab for some a £  A  and b £ B. Now 
Amberg [l] has shown that p(G)fi/E^ , factorizes, thus since h £ p(G)^ we have
a £  p (G )„ n  AE„  .
Since this holds for all p G A,
« e  f l  p(g )» ■
e€A
Let
n = n /Ko.-
e€A
We shall now show that N  is the Hirsch-Plotkin radical o f G. Consider figure 
2.7. Since p(G )fi/Eh is locally nilpotent N/E„ is locally nilpotent. Thus N  
embeds in a cartesian product of locally nilpotent groups,
Cr^gA N/E„ .
Now G is a locally finite group so, as we have shown in the proof of theo­
rem 2.2.10, N  must itself be locally uilpotent. Therefore, as N  is normal in 
G, we have N  <  p(G). Thus N  =  p(G) and so «  € p{G ) and b £ p(G). Hence 
finally we obtain the factorization
p(G) =  (p (G )n A )(p (G )n B ) .
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O  G
P(G)„
O N
O  P(G)
( )  E„
i  = r w  e „
Figure 2.7.
Note that later, iu theorem 3.3.9, we shall investigate the situation o f a 
periodic (I9 l)0 -g rou p  which is factorized by two locally uilpoteut subgroups. 
We prove that the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of the group inherits the factoriza­
tion.
Chapter 3
Formation subgroups which 
inherit factorization
3.1. Introduction
Iu this chapter we shall be coucerued with the formation subgroups o f a fac­
torized group. Now the concept o f  a formation o f finite soluble groups was 
first introduced by Gaschiitz iu [15]. It was defined by a series of conditions 
given below.
Definition 3.1 .1 . A class of finite soluble groups 3  is said to be a formation
if it satisfies:
(i) If G  €  5 , then G/N €  3 , and
(ii) If G/Ni and G/N2 € 3 , then G/(JV, D N2) €  3,
where N , N\ and JV2 are normal subgroups of G.
We call 3  a saturated formation if iu addition it satisfies:
(iii) If G /*(G ) €  3 . then G € 3-
Gaschütz went on to describe an important method of constructing satu­
rated formations.
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D efin ition  3 .1 .2. With each prime p  we associate some formation 5 P- Let 5  
be the class of finite soluble groups such that: G  6 5  if and only if for each 
p-chief factor H/K  o f G,
Ca (H /K ) 6  * '
Then 5  is indeed a formation which we call the local form ation  defined by 
the set {5 P}- If 5P =  0 for all p, then 5 = 1 .
Gaschutz showed in [15] that every local formation is saturated, and later 
with Lubeseder in [16], he proved the converse. In fact the same locally defined 
formation may arise from many distinct sets { 5 P}, however it is always possible 
to  find one, said to define 5  properly, such that 5P < 5  for each prime p.
Now for the purposes of our investigations it is helpful to assume that 
an otherwise arbitrary saturated formation of finite soluble groups 5  contains 
the class of finite nilpotent groups 91. Then 5  may be defined by a set of 
formations {5 P},  with 5P ^  0 for each p.
In the case of a finite soluble group G, Gaschutz went on to introduce the 
concept of 5<'overiug subgroups. These form a canonical class o f conjugate 
subgroups of G. In this chapter, however, we wish to consider a much larger 
class of groups, namely that of periodic ( L 91 )G -groups. The formation theory 
o f  this class has been investigated extensively by Stouehewer in [44]. Here 
he extends the definitions of Gaschutz to the infinite case. To begin with he 
translates that o f an 5-covering subgroup into the more general X-covering 
subgroup, where 3E is a non-empty class o f groups.
D efinition 3 .1 .3 . Let G  be a group with subgroups H , K  and L where L <  H  
and K  <  H. Then L is said to cover the factor H/K  if L K  =  H.
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Now let X  be any class o f groups and suppose that L € X. If L covers every 
3E-factor group H/K  o f each subgroup H > L, then L is called an X-covering 
subgroup o f  G.
Stonehewer then goes on to state some immediate consequences o f the 
definition.
Lemma 3 .1 .4  (Stonehewer [44, 2.1]). Let G be any group and let 3E be any 
class o f  groups. IfG  possesses an X-covering subgroup E . then E is necessarily 
a maximal X-subgroup o f  G.
Thus if G  G X, then the JE-covering subgroups coincide with G. Another 
fundamental result is given below.
Lemma 3 .1 .5  (Stonehewer [44, 2.2]). Let G  be a group and let X be any
class o f  groups. I fG  possesses an X-covering subgroup E , then E  is an X - 
covering subgroup o f F , fo r  every subgroup F  o f  G  containing E.
For the next results X  is required to be Q-closed, a property defined below.
Definition 3.1.6. Define a class o f groups Q X  as follows: G  6 Q X  if and only 
if there exists an JE-group Z5, with a normal subgroup H , such that G =i Zr/H. 
Thus X <  Q X ; and if X =  Q X , then X  is said to be Q-closed.
Obviously, from the definition above, a formation is such a class. Employ­
ing this extra condition Stonehewer is able to establish the following results.
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Lemma 3 .1 .7  (Stonehewer [44, 2.3]). Let G  be any group and let X be any 
Q-closed class o f groups. Suppose that G  possesses an X-covering subgroup E. 
I f K  is a normal subgroup o f G, then EK /K  is an X-covering subgroup o f
G/K.
Lemma 3 .1 .8  (Stonehewer [44, 2.4]). Let G be a group with a normal 
subgroup K  o f  finite index in G, and let X be any Q-closed class o f groups. If 
G/K possesses an X-covering subgroup E / K , and if  E possesses an X-covering 
subgroup E , then E is an X-covering subgroup o f G.
Now in the situation of finite groups, if one substitutes a saturated forma­
tion 5  for X in the above, then we recover the results o f Gaschiitz [15]. We, 
however, are concerned with the class o f periodic (L91) 0-groups. By substi­
tuting LS  for X  we shall use the above to investigate the behaviour o f their 
LS-covering subgroups. In this situation Stonehewer is able to guarantee their 
existence by the following theorem.
Theorem 3 .1 .9  (Stonehewer [44, 9.5]). Let 3  be a local formation o f  finite 
soluble groups and let G be a periodic (L 9 l)0 -group. Then G  has L$-covering 
subgroups, and any two such subgroups are conjugate.
In order to investigate the behaviour of the L3-*'overiug subgroups of a 
factorized periodic (£9 l)0 -group  we require a further characteristic class of 
conjugate subgroups, namely the ¿ 3 - normalizes defined by Stonehewer in
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[44]. First we shall establish the concept o f a Sylow basis o f a periodic (LO1)0- 
group.
D efinition 3 .1 .10. A set o f  Sylow />-subgroups Sp o f G, one for each prime 
p, is said to be a Sylow  basis of G  if the subgroup K  generated by those 
subgroups Sp for which p €  7r, an arbitrary set o f primes, is such that w (K )  C 
it. With each Sylow basis &  we associate a basis norm alizer.
-Vr;(6 ) =  H  tfa (S p).
p€V
The existence of Sylow bases of a periodic (X 01)0-group was proved by 
Stonehewer in [43].
T h eorem  3.1.11 (S ton eh ew er [43, 3 .1 ]). Let G  be a periodic locally soluble 
group with radical o f finite index. Then
(i) G  possesses Sylow bases;
(ii) the Sylow bases o f  G  are conjugate;
(Hi) given a Sylow basis o f  G, say <5, and a set o f  primes it, the subgroup 
generated by those Sylow p-subgroups o f  (3 fo r  which p £  it is a Sylow it- 
subgroup o f  G.
D efin ition  3 .1 .12. From the above it is clear that, given a Sylow basis <5 
of G and a prime p, the subgroup generated by all those S, G <3 such that 
q ^  p, is a Sylow //-subgroup Sp> of G. We call Sp> the Sylow p'-subgroup of 
G  associated with 6 . The set of all such 5P< is said to be a Sylow  system  
for G. We can then form its system  norm alizer,
n w
rev
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Iu fact it is not difficult to see that the basis and system normalizers 
associated with a given Sylow basis &  coincide,
<Vc(6) = p| .V „(S „) =  P| Jtfa(S,).
pev per
We are now ready to introduce the IJ-normalizers.
D efinition 3 .1 .13 . Let G  be a periodic (L91)(5-group, and let 3  he a local 
formation defined properly by formations {3 P}. Choose H  <  G, such that 
H €  L01 and | G : H  | is finite. Let ©  be a Sylow basis for G  with members 
Sp and associated Sylow //-subgroups Sp<. Let (M p/H) be the 3P residual of 
G/H. Set Tp' =  Sp‘ f! Mp and let Np> =  N g{Tp<), for all primes p. Then the 
subgroup
D  =<  Sp n Npf : p e V  >
is called the L 3-norm alizer of G  defined by H , { 3 P}, and © . If G  is a finite 
soluble group, then we call D  an 3 -n orm a lizer o f G.
Stonehewer shows [44, lemma 3.1], that D  may also be written as
o = r i ^
per
Thus the LJ-normalizers are closely related to the system normalizers, and 
thus the basis normalizers, of the group. Indeed, if one considers the formation 
o f finite uilpotent subgroups, defined locally by formations Jp =  1 , for all 
p  €  "P, then they in fact coincide.
It transpires that D  does not depend on the choice o f either the subgroup 
H, or the set {3 P}- However each Sylow basis defines a unique ¿3-normalizer, 
and as indicated we have:
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T h eorem  3.1 .14 (S tonehew er [44, 7 .3 ]) . Let 3  be a local formation o f  
finite soluble groups and let G be a periodic (L<Jl)(S>-group. Then the £ 3 -  
normalizers o f  G  form  a characteristic class o f  conjugate subgroups.
As was the rase for £ 3 -covering subgroups, if G € £ 3  then, by [44, 
lemma 8.5], the £ 3 -normalizes coincide with G. In fact they are always 
13-subgroups by [44, theorem 8.8].
The invariance o f £3-nonnalizers under homomorphisms was established 
in the following theorem.
T h eorem  3.1 .15  (S tonehew er [44, 8 .6 ]) . Let $  be a local formation o f  
finite soluble groups and let G  be a periodic (£ 9 1 )0 -group. Suppose that the 
Sylow basis & o f  G  defines the L$-normalizer D o fG . I f  K  <3 G , then D K/K  
is the L$-norrnalizer o fG / K  defined by 6 K/K.
Finally he establishes the equivalence o f £3-coveriug subgroups and £3- 
normalizers in a particular situation.
L em m a 3.1 .16  (S tonehew er [44, 9 .2 ]) . Let 3  be a local formation o f fi­
nite soluble groups and let G  be a periodic (£91)3 -group. Then every £ 3 - 
normalizer o f G is an L$-covering subgroup o f G.
L em m a 3.1 .17  (S tonehew er [44, 9 .3 ]) . Let 3  be a local formation o f finite 
soluble groups and let G be a periodic (£ 9 1 )3 -group. Then every L$-covering 
subgroup o f G is an LS-normalizer o f  G.
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Having thus reviewed the development o f a formation theory for periodic 
(L91)0-groups we are now ready to apply it to a factorized situation.
In section 3.2 we shall consider the motivation for this study, namely a the­
orem due to Heineken [24]. The statement is given in terms of ' 3-projectors' 
which, by [22, theorem A], coincide for finite soluble groups with our 3 -covering 
subgroups. We shall employ the latter terminology. He observed that if a fi­
nite group G  was factorized by two uilpotent subgroups, then for any arbitrary 
saturated formation 3 . there is a unique 5 -coveriug subgroup which also fac­
torizes. Our aim was to extend this result to a periodic (L01)& -group.
Having examined Heiuekeu’s proof it was clear that an alternative method 
would be needed to deal with the infinite case. Consequently we developed a 
much simpler proof for the finite case. It then transpired that similar tech­
niques could be used to prove the existence o f an 3-uormalizer which factorizes. 
Unfortunately, since the proof relies on the existence of maximal subgroups, 
it also fails to generalize.
In section 3.3 we look at the special case where 3  =  91. Here, at last, it 
is possible to establish Heiueken’s result for periodic (£01)<8 -groups. First we 
produce another proof for finite groups. This exploits the equivalence of the 
Ol-covering subgroups and Ol-normalizers o f a 01^-group, yielding the corollary 
that there exists a system normalizer of G  which factorizes. It is then possible 
to extend these methods to the infinite case. However attempts to replace 01 
by a general formation 3  falter. For we show that the 3p-residuals, which now 
appear in the definition of an ¿ 3 -uormalizer, may not necessarily factorize.
In section 3.4 we are finally able to prove Heiuekeu’s result for an arbitrary 
saturated formation by specializing to the class o f Ceruikov groups. The proof 
involves identifying a very special Sylow basis o f the factorized group, referred 
to as the /¿jrblisis. In order to proceed we establish a lemma which is o f some 
independent, interest. This states that if G* is the minimal subgroup o f finite
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index in the Ceruikov group G, then there exists a finite supplement of G" in 
G  that also factorizes.
In the final section of this chapter we relate some further results which 
arose during our attempts to generalize Heiueken’s theorem. In particular we 
prove that if G  is a periodic (LOI)0-group, then G  G L (9 l2) if and only if 
G 6 ( W
3.2. The finite case
In this section we shall examine the theorem of Heiueken and then consider 
an alternative proof of his result. Let us begin by stating the theorem.
T h eorem  3.2.1 (H eineken  [24]). Assume that G is the product o f two finite 
nilpotent groups A  and B . and that 3  is a saturated formation. Then
(i) there is a unique 3 -projector D  o f  G  such that D  =  (D  fl A )(D  fl B),
(ii) if, in addition all nilpotent groups belong to 3 , then AC) B  C D.
Heinekeu’s proof is somewhat complex. He begins by considering the case 
where G /F(G ) $  3- By induction on the order o f the group he achieves 
the required factorizing 3-projector o f G. He then proceeds to the case where 
G /F(G ) G 3  hut G/Z 3 . here Z  is defined by Z /$(G ) =  Z (G /$(G )). Since 
he is working in a finite group the Frattini subgroup is nilpotent, and thus it 
is contained in the Fitting subgroup o f G. He is then able to exploit a result 
by Gaschutz [14, Satz 13], namely that F/<b(G) is a direct product of all the 
abelian minimal normal subgroups o f G /$(G ). Thus every normal subgroup of 
F /$(G ) has a normal complement. Using this property he is able to guarantee 
the existence o f a subgroup T <  G, such that G/T £ 3  and F/T is a non­
central chief factor. Then among all the normal subgroups of G  intersecting 
F  in T  he selects a maximal one V. By proving that F V /V  =  Ca(FV/V) lie
ris iu a position to apply his lemma 2 of [24]. This concerns a minimal normal 
self-centralizing subgroup N  o f a factorized group G. He shows that there 
exists a unique complement o f N  in G  which inherits the factorization of the 
group. Thus FV/V  possesses a complement U/V in G/V which factorizes, it 
then follows that U also factorizes. Now his U/V is an 3-projector o f G/V  so 
when by  induction he obtains a factorizing 3-projector of U it will in fact be 
an 3-projector of G. He concludes his proof with a consideration of the case 
where G/Z  G 3-
It is clear that a direct adaptation o f Heineken’sproof to a periodic (LO1)0- 
group G  would require that the Frattini subgroup be contained in the Hirsch- 
Plotkin radical of G. Unfortunately the example below shows that this is not 
always the case.
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E x a m p le  3 .2 .2. Consider G  =  Cp~ \ C4. Then G  is a Ceruikov group, and 
therefore a periodic (LOlJC-group. Then
A =  A\ x A-t x A3 x A4l
A, *  Cp~,
.Y =  <  x  >  *  C4.
Then x  acts on each Ai thus,
A• = A2, ¿5  = a 3, A‘3 =  A4, A ;  = Ax.
Suppose M  is a maximal subgroup o f G, then, since G is a  Cernikov group.
| G  : M  | < oo.
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It follows that
| A M  : M  | <  oo,
and since AM /M  =  A/(AC\ M ) we have
| A : A  fi M  | <  oo.
Now A  has no subgroups of finite index, so A  =  A  D M  and thus
Since G/A =  X  there must exist only one maximal subgroup of G, and
M  =  <  A, x 2 >  .
Thus we have the situation of figure 3.1. The index | G : M  \ =  2 and
Figure 3.1.
* (G ) =  M.
If $(Cr) C p{G ), then the Frattini subgroup would be locally nilpotent and 
hence, by theorem 2.2.2, we could express it as a direct product of its Sylow 
subgroups,
♦ (G ) =  A x  <  at* >  .
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However we know that x 2 does not centralize A, for A* =  A3. Thus if p ^  2, 
then 4*(G) is not locally uilpotent, and so
* (G ) i  /»(G).
The failure of this first step dictated a new approach to Heinekeu’s theo­
rem. Consequently we developed a much simpler proof for finite groups. We 
used a new result by Heiueken, proved in 1991. Since it is currently available 
only as a preprint we reproduce it here in its entirety.
L em m a 3.2 .3  (H eineken [23, lem m a 1]). I f G  =  A B  is the product o f  
two finite nilpotent subgroups A  and B, and if  M  is a non-normal maximal 
subgroup o f  G, then there is a conjugate T o f  M  such that
t  =  ( r n i 4 ) ( r n f l ) ,
and T  C\ A =  A or T  fl B  =  B.
Proof o f  8.2.8: By the results o f Kegel [30] and Weilaudt [47], G  is soluble. 
Let us denote the intersection o f all conjugates o f A / in G  by D. By Ore’s 
theorem, G/D  possesses just one minimal normal subgroup, K/D  say, which is 
self-centralizing, and M/D  is its complement in G/D. Since M  is not normal 
in G, we have M/D  /  1. By theorem 1 of Gross [17] and [24, lemma 2] we have 
that K /D  is contained in AD /D  or BD/D  and A D  D B D  =  D. Assume that 
K/D  is a /»-group and that it is contained in AD/D. Then F(M /D ). which is 
operator isomorphic to F (G / K ), is a //-group. Since K /D  is self-centralizing,
______  F W / D H K / D )
F ( G / A ) --------- TkJd)—
is contained in B K / K , and
BD /D  n  ((K /D )F (M /D ))
is a Hall-;/-subgroup o f  ( K / D )F (M / D ). So there is a conjugate T/D of M/D 
such that
F(T/D ) C BD/D.
The normalizerof F (T / D )  in G/D  is T/D\ and it contains BD /D. Now B  is 
contained in T  and, by  Dedekind’s lemma, T  =  B (A  fl T). By symmetry. T  
can be chosen such that T =  A (B  fl T) if B D  contains K . 13.2.31
We shall also need the following definition and a theorem from Carter and 
Hawkes, [8].
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D efin ition  3 .2 .4. Let {3 P} be a set of formations defining a local formation 
3- A maximal subgroup M  of a finite soluble group G is called 3 -abnorm al
if
M/Core M  t  dP,
where p  is the prime dividing | G : M  |.
L em m a 3 .2 .5  (C a r te r  and Hawkes [8 , 5 .1 ]) . The d-covering subgroupn 
E o f  a finite soluble group G  can be characterized by the conditions:
(i) E  G 3.-
(ii) Every link o f  every maximal chain joining E to G  is 3 -abnormal.
We are now able to  present our alternative proof of Heiuekeu’s result. As 
indicated in section 3.1 we shall use the equivalent terminology o f 'S-^overiug 
subgroups'. So we may reword Heiuekeu's theorem in the following manner.
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T heorem  3.2 .6. I f the finite group G  has nilpotent subgroups A and B  such 
that G =  A B  and 3  a saturated formation, then there exists some $ -covering 
subgroup E  o f  G  such that
E  =  (E  D A ) (E  n  B ).
Proof o f 3.2.6: If G  €  3» then G  would itself be an 5-covering subgroup and 
since G factorizes our theorem is obviously true. Thus we may assume that 
G $ 3- We now apply theorem 3.1.9 to obtain L an 5-covering subgroup 
of G. Clearly L <  G. Let M  be a maximal subgroup o f G  that contains 
L. By lemma 3.2.5 the subgroup M  is 3 -abnormal and so, by the following 
argument, it is self normalizing in G. Since M  is maximal either Afa(M ) =  M  
or G. Suppose that Mc;(M) =  G , then
MjCore M =  1 e 3P,
where p divides | G  : M  |. This contradicts the definition o f 3-abnormal and 
so M  is self-normalizing as stated.
We are now in a position to apply Heiuekeu’s new result, lemma 3.2.3, to 
obtain a conjugate o f M , T =  A/9, such that
T =  (T  n  A )(T  n  B).
Since T < G  we can use induction to  find E, an 5-covering subgroup of T , 
such that
E  = (E  n A )(E  n B).
Now La is an 3-coveriug subgroup o f  G  contained in T, so by lemma 3.1.5 it 
is an 5-covering subgroup of T. Thus there exists some t € T  such that
E  =  I 9*.
Hence E  is conjugate to L in G\ and so by theorem 3.1.9 it is an 3-covering 
subgroup of G. 13.2.6[
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Similar techniques can be used to show that there is an 5-normalizer o f G 
which factorizes. In order to apply them successfully the following definition 
and some results from Carter and Hawkes [8] are required.
D efin ition  3 .2 .7. A maximal subgroup M  o f a finite soluble group G  will be 
called an J -critica l maximal subgroup if M  is 5 -abnormal and
F (G )M  =  G.
T he authors note that if G $ 5  then such J-critical maximal subgroups 
do exist. We shall also need their lemmas 4.2 and 4.6.
L en n n a  3.2 .8  (C arter and Hawkes [8, 4 .2 ]). A maximal subgroup M  o f  
a finite soluble group G contains some 5 -normalizer o f  G if  and only if  M  is 
&-abnormal in G.
L e m m a  3 .2 .9  (C arter and Hawkes [8, 4 .6 ]). I f  M  is an 5 -critical maximal 
subgroup o f a finite soluble group G, then each $ -normalizer o f  M  is an ff- 
normalizer o f  G.
W e are now ready to prove the $-uormalizer result.
T h e o re m  3.2 .10. If the finite group G has nilpotent subgroups A and D 
such that G =  A B . and $  is a saturated formation, then there exists an 5 - 
normalizer D o f G such that
D =  [D C A ) (D n  B).
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Proof o f  8.2.10: If G  6  3  then by [44. lemma 8.5] the J-uormalizers coincide 
with G  and we are finished. Therefore assume that G  $  5. Hence there exists 
an 3-critical maximal subgroup M  of G. Since M  is 3-abnormal and maximal 
by lemma 3.2.8 it must contain some 3-normalizer L of G.
Now M  is self normalizing in G, and so we may apply lemma 3.2.3 to 
obtain T =  M 9  such that
T = (T C \ A )(T r \ B ).
We shall show that T  is also an 3-critical maximal subgroup of G. Since it is 
conjugate to M , T  is maximal in G. The subgroup L9  lies in T  and it is an 
3-normalizer o f  G , thus from lemma 3.2.8 we deduce that T  is 3 -abnormal. 
Finally
F (G )M  =  G
yields
F (G )M 9  =  G ,
and so T  is indeed an 3-critical maximal subgroup o f G.
Apply induction to T < G, to obtain D , an 3-uormalizer of T , such that
D = (D n A ) ( D C B ) .
Now by lemma 3.2.9 this will be an 3-uormalizer o f the whole group. Hence 
there does exist an 3-uormalizer of G  which factorizes. 13.2.101
We now turn our attention to periodic groups which lie in the class (L 91)0. 
In order to m irror the proof of theorem 3.2.6 we need to be able to guaran­
tee the existence of a maximal subgroup of G which contains an 3 -covering 
subgroup. Consider the situation where G  is a Ceruikov group with G* its 
minimal subgroup of finite index. If G/G* G 3  then an 3-covering subgroup 
E  o f G  satisfies
EG ’  =  G.
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Thus we have the situation o f  figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2.
If A/ is maximal in G and E  <  M , then by Dedekind’s lemma
M  =  M  n  EG'
=  E (M  n  G*).
Thus if M  is maximal in G , then (M  IT G") must be maximal in G". How­
ever since Gm is a direct product of quasicyclic subgroups no such maximal 
subgroups exist, a contradiction.
Hence we cannot guarantee that for a periodic (¿9t)0-group  a maximal 
subgroup exists which contains an 3 -covering subgroup. This indicates that 
yet another approach to the problem is required.
3.3. The formation o f  finite nilpotent groups
In this section we shall consider the case where the formation is that of finite 
uilpoteut groups. This specialization will allow us to find an alternative proof 
o f Heiueken’s result, which we can then generalize to the class of periodic 
(¿91)<3-groups. In this situation the 3-covering subgroups of a finite soluble
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group become the Carter subgroups, that is the self-normalizing nilpotent 
subgroups.
Before embarking on the finite case we shall identify a particular Sylow 
basis of the group.
Lem m a 3 .3 .1 . I f the finite group G has nilpotent subgroups A and B  such 
that G =  A B , and for each prime p the Sylow p-subgroups o f  A and B  are Ap 
and Bp respectively, then the set
{ A r B r - p e P }
is a Sylow basis for G.
Proof o f S.S.l: Firstly, by Wielandt [46], APBP is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, 
which we shall denote by Gp. Thus it remains to show that for any distinct 
primes p and q dividing the order of G  the following holds,
GpGq =  G„GP.
Since A  is nilpotent, and therefore a direct product of its Sylow p- 
suhgroups, the subgroup ApAq is a Hall {p, 9 } -subgroup of A. Similarly BpBq 
is a Hall {p, 9 } -subgroup of B. Then, by [27, lemma 4.8], we have
p,q) — ApAq.BpB q
is a Hall {p, q )-subgroup of G.
Now
G(p.,) >  APBP =  Gp,
and similarly
^(p.*) — AqBq — Gq.
Hence
^  GpGq,
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and since
I I =  I GpGq |,
we have equality. Thus the product GpGq is in fact a group, and so Gp and 
G q commute as required. 1 3.3.11
Now let us distinguish this particular Sylow basis.
D efin ition  3 .3 .2. Suppose the group G  has nilpotent subgroups A and B  
such that G =  A B , and for each prime p  the Sylow p-subgroups of A  and B  
are Ap and Bp respectively. Then the unique factorized Sylow basis
{G P =  APBP : p € P )
shall be called the fan -basis of G.
Now we are ready to proceed to the finite case.
T h e o re m  3.3 .3. I f the finite group G  has nilpotent subgroups A and B  such 
that G =  A B , and 91 is the fonnation o f finite nilpotent groups, then there 
exists an 91 -covering subgroup E  o f  G  such that
E  = (E  n A )(E  n B ).
P roof o f  8.8.3: Let F  denote the Fitting subgroup o f G. We shall proc eed by 
induction on the order of G. Suppose that the theorem holds for all groups 
whose order is strictly less than that of G. Recall that by Wielaudt [47] and 
Kegel [30], G  is a soluble group, and thus F  /  1.
(i) Suppose that G /F  is not nilpotent. Then since
I G /F  I < I G  I,
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we may apply induction to
G/F  = (A F /F )(B F /F ),
to  obtain L/F , an 91-covering subgroup of G/F  which factorizes. Thus
L/F =  (L/F  n AF/F)(L/F  n B F / F ),
and so
L =  (L  n A F ) (L r  B F ).
Using Dedekiud's lemma we can rearrange the expression to get,
L = ( I  n A )F (L  n B )F  
= (L n A )F (L n B ) .
Since by Pennington [38] F  factorizes,
L =  (L n  A )(F  D A )(F  n  B )(L  r\ B )
= (L  n A )(L  n B),
and L factorizes.
Now since G /F  is not nilpoteut L < G, and we may therefore apply 
induction to obtain an 91-covering subgroup E of L which factorizes, thus
E  = (E  n (L  n A ))(E  n (L  n fl))
= (£n A )(£n  B).
B y lemma 3.1.8 E  is an 91-covering subgroup of G, and we are finished.
(ii) Suppose G/F  is uilpoteut. Then, by lemma 3.1.17, the 91-covering 
subgroups coincide with the 9t-uormalizers of G. In this situation they will 
in fact be the basis normalizers of G. Tims we wish to construct a basis 
uormalizer which factorizes. Take the f AR-basis o f G  and form the normalizes
N =  H  #a{Gp).
per
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We shall show that N  factorizes.
Following the proof of Scott’s result [42, 13.2.7] we let
Hp =  <  i4p, Bp >  =  APBP,
for all p 6 V . If g  €  N  <  A B , then there exist some a € A  and b €  B  such 
that g =  ab~l . Now Hp =  Gp, thus
HI =
and so
for all p  €  Now 
and similarly
Hen«
» ;  >  b ;  =  b p.
H ; >  =  Hr.
and since G  is finite,
h ;  =  h „.
Thus a € Ma(Hp) =  Ma(Gp) for every p € V , and so
fl G D  X a(G p) =  AT.
P€P
Since 6 =  we conclude that b € Ar and finally
AT = (ATn i4)(ATn B).
r ^ 3 i
The following corollary may he extracted from the above result.
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C orollary  3 .3 .4 . I f the finite group G  has nilpotent subgroups A and B  such 
that G  =  A B . then the system normalizer o f the f^g-basis also factorizes.
In order to generalize the above to the class o f periodic (L 91 )<S-groups we 
must recall some o f their basic properties, investigated by Stonehewer in [43]. 
The behaviour of their Sylow subgroups was dealt with in his lemma below.
L em m a 3 .3 .5  (S ton eh ew er [43, 1 .1 ]). Let G  be a periodic locally soluble 
group with radical o f  finite index, and let M  be a normal subgroup o f  G. Let 
p be any prime, and let n be any set o f primes.
(i) The Sylow n-subgroups o f  G  are conjugate.
(ii) I f  Sp, Spi are any Sylow p, p'-subgroups o f  G, respectively, then
G  =  SpSp>.
(in) I f  Mp is a Sylow p-subgroup o f  M , and i f  N  =  Afa(Mp), then
M N  =  G.
(iv) I f  Sp is a Sylow p-subgroup o f  G, then Sp (~\ M  and SpM/M are Sylow 
p-subgroups o f  M  and G/M respectively.
We are now ready to generalize lemma 3.3.1 to periodic (¿91 )0-groups.
Lem m a 3 .3 .6 . I f G  is a periodic ( Lyi)&-group with nilpotent subgroups A 
and B  such that G  =  A B , and fo r  each prime p the Sylow p-subgroups o f A 
and B  are Ap and Bp respectively, then the set
{A PBP : p t V )
is a Sylow basis fo r  G.
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Proof o f 8 .8 .6 : Now, by lemma 3.3.5 above, all Sylow p-subgroups of G are 
conjugate. Hence we may apply our lemma 2.2.3 to deduce that APBP is a 
Sylow p-subgroup o f G. We shall let Gp =  APBP for all p 6  V . Thus it 
remains to prove that, for any distinct primes p and q, the following holds,
G rG , =  G 'G P.
Let R denote the Hirsch-Plotkiu radical o f G, then G/R is a finite group. 
Since R is periodic and locally nilpoteut, by theorem 2.2.2, it may be expressed 
as a direct product of its Sylow subgroups,
r = n
per
where each Rp is characteristic in 72 and so Rp <  G. It follows that 72p <  Gp, 
and then Rp <  (Gp fl 72). Since (G p H 72) is a p-group contained in 72. we have
Rp >  (Gp n  72).
Therefore
Rp =  (Gp n  72).
Now
Gp/Rp =  GpKGp n  72) RGp/R ,
and thus Gp/Rv is a finite group. We shall use this property to reduce to a 
finite situation.
Let X  =  Rp x 72,, this is a normal subgroup of G. Since 
GpGq >  Rp X Rq =  X
and
GqGp > Rq X 72p =  X ,
we shall work modulo X  to prove that Gp and Gq permute.
Now
Gp.X/X =* GP1(GP n .Y ) = Gp/Rp.
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which is a finite group. Similarly GqX / X  is finite. Therefore since G  is locally 
finite,
< G p,G q > X
X
is a finite group, with Sylow p-subgroup GPX / X , and Sylow «/-subgroup
G ,X / X .
Consider
G „X / X  = (A „B „)X / X  =  (A pX /X )(B pX /X )
and
GqX / X  = (AqBq)X /X  = (A ,X / X )(B qX / X ).
Now, by lemma 3.3.5, (APX / X ) and (A qX / X )  are Sylow subgroups o f the 
uilpotent group A X / X , and similarly for B X / X . Therefore (ApAq)X /X  is a 
Sylow {p, -subgroup of A X /X , and (BpBq)X / X  is one o f B X /X . Then, by 
lemma 2.2.3, there is a Sylow {p, g}-subgroup G{p,q)X / X  of G /X  satisfying,
G ^ a X / X  = (A pAq)X /X .(B pBq)X / X
= (A pX / X )(A qX / X )(B pX / X )(B q.X/X).
Hence
Gt„ ) X / X  >  (A ,X / X ){B PX / X )  = GpX/X,
and similarly
G m X /X  >  G ,X / X .
However G{p,q)X / X  <  < Gp,G q > X / X , and since we are in a finite group, 
G M X / X  = (G p X / X )(G ,X /  X ) .
Thus
(G ,X / X )(G ,X / X ) -  (G ,X / X )(G ,X / X ),
(GPG,).Y (G ,G ,)X  
X  X  '
and we are almost there. 
It follows that
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aud so
GpGqX  =  GqGpX .
Finally, since X  <  GpGq aud X  <  GqGp, we have 
GPGq =  G„GP,
and {G p =  APBP : p  6  V )  is a Sylow basis for G. | 3.3.6 [
D efin ition  3 .3 .7 . As in the finite case we shall refer to the above factorized 
Sylow basis as the fAB~basis o f G.
Before proceeding to the main result we need to prove that the Hirsch- 
Plotkiu radical of G  inherits factorization. In their paper (2] Amberg, Fran- 
ciosi, aud de Giovanni comment that the above holds if G  is a group such 
that every noil-trivial epimorphic image of G  contains a uou-trivial finite or 
locally nilpotent normal subgroup. They claim this is an easy consequence 
of the results o f Wielandt [47] aud Kegel [30] together with their corollary of 
theorem B. Since this does not appear at all obvious we shall instead provide 
a generalization o f Pennington's finite result [38], which concerns the Fitting 
subgroup. We shall need the following theorem due to Wielandt.
T h eorem  3 .3 .8  (W ie la n d t [48, Satz 1]). Suppose, that G  is a finite group, 
A and B  are. subgroups o f  G. and A B T =  B TA fo r  all x  in G. Then the 
following hold:
(a) I f  G  — A B ,! =  B A a , then G  =  AB .
(b) A b  n  B A sn G.
(c ) I f  A B  <  H < G .  then A h D B H sn G.
(d) I f  X ,  Y  are arbitrary subset* o fG . then [A * ,i? v ] sn G.
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T h eorem  3 .3 .9 . I f G  is a periodic (L 9T)0 -group with locally nilpotent nub- 
groups A and B  such that G  =  AB , then the Hirsch-Plotkin radical o f G  also 
factorizes.
Proof o f  S.S.9: We shall follow closely Pennington's finite proof, making the 
necessary adjustments for our infinite case. Our first aim is to show that if A „  
and Bn are Sylow 7r-subgroups of A  and B  respectively, then
(A?,B?)SOw(G).
where Q „(G ) denotes the maximal normal ^-subgroup of G.
We begin by letting H  =  A ,B „. By lem m a2.2.3 this is a Sylow 7r-subgroup 
of G. If R  denotes the Hirsch-Plotkin radical o f G, then a Sylow x-subgroup 
o f R, R „, is a normal subgroup of G. Thus by [40, page 246] it lies in all Sylow 
ff-subgroups of G, and we have
H >  R ,.
However since H  is itself a 7r-group it follows that H  n  R =  Rw. Therefore
H /R, =  H/(H  n  R ) 5? HR/R
is a finite group.
Now since A„B *  is a Sylow jr-subgroup o f G  it is possible to show that A w 
commutes with all conjugates of B„. For if g G G  = A B  =  BA , then g =  ba 
for some b €  B  and a € A , and
A B 9 =  A B *
=  A B °.
Since
G  =  G° = (A B )a =  A B a = A B 9.
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ABB is a group and so taking a Sylow x-subgroup reveals,
A .B 9„  =  B BA W.
Now pass to the factor group G/R„. Consider a subgroup K  >  H  such 
that Â'/Æ» is finite. Since H/Rn is finite such a subgroup will exist. Then we 
have the situation o f figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3.
By the above A „R *IR n permutes with every conjugate o f B „ R„/R„ in the 
finite group K/R„. We are now in a position to apply (d) of theorem 3.3.8 to 
deduce that
[A „  B ,}R ,/ R W an K/R..
Now, since [An, Bn]R„/Rn is a 7r-group, induction on the subnormal defect 
reveals that
is a x-group.
Our aim is to show that [i4„ B n]° R*/R„ is a 7r-group. Consider an element 
of this group. It involves a finite number o f generators, and hence the number
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o f conjugating elements is finite. Since G is locally finite they generate a finite 
subgroup, and so, by the above, our element lies in a ?r-group. Therefore 
[A*. B wY'Ri /R* is itself a jr-group.
It follows that [A ,, Bw](/ is a 7r-group and thus
[ A „  B . f  <  0 . ( 6 ) .
Now wo have [A„. B r] <  0 , ( 6 ) .  and coujuKating through by a g A  yields.
[ s t . ,B ; ) < o . ( G ) .
Since this holds for all a €  A, we have
M . , B i ] < 0 , ( G ) ,
and then
[AW, B ? ) < Q W(G ).
Therefore we obtain
[A °, B ?] < O n(G ).
Let denote the natural homomorphism from G  to G /0 „ (G )  =  G. Since 
0 » (G )  is a normal 7r-subgroup o f G  we have 0 „ (G )  <  A „B n. aud so if x  € 
then x =  abiot som e« 6  A„ aud b 6 B „. Applying the homomorphism
yields
a =  b~l .
Now since Q »(G ) = <  I >  we have
<  i  > =  =  [6- \ B ? ] ,
aud b lies in the centre of B%. Thus b lies in a normal ?r-subgroup o f G. aud so 
b €  0 » (G )  = <  1 > . This indicates that b € 0 „ (G ) ,  aud similarly a € 0 „ (G ), 
thus
0 „ (G ) =  (O .(G ) n  A ) (0 „ (G ) n B).
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Now if  7T = {p }, then Op(G) is just the maximal normal p-subgroup o f G. 
The radical R  is locally nilpoteut and periodic, hence it satisfies
r = n °p(g)-
per
Thus R  =  (R  n  A )(R  D B ), as required. 13.3.91
We are now ready to embark on the main result o f this section.
T h e o re m  3.3 .10. I f G  is a periodic (LW)®-group with nilpotent subgroups 
A and B  such that G =  AB, and 91 is the formation o f  finite nilpotent groups, 
then there exists an LVl-covering subgroup E  o f  G  such that
E  =  (E  n  A )(E  n  B ).
Pi-oof o f  8.8.10: Let R denote the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G. We shall 
proceed by  induction on the finite index | G : R  |. Let G  be the counter 
example with minimal index.
(i) Suppose G/R is not nilpotent. Then we may apply theorem 3.3.3 to
G/R =  ( AR /R)(BR/R ),
to obtain L/R an 91-coveriug subgroup of G/R which factorizes. Thus
L/R =  (AR/R  n L/R)(BR/R  n L/R),
and so
L =  (A R n L ) (B R n L ) .
Using Dedkiud’s lemma we can rearrange the expression to get,
L =  (A  n L )R (B  n L)R  
= M rU )fl(fln i) .
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Since by theorem 3.3.9 R factorizes,
L =  (A  n L )(A  n R )(B  n R )(B  n L)
=  (AC\L)(BC\L).
Now by lemma 3.1.8 an Z 91-covering subgroup o f L is one of G. Therefore 
since L <  G  we may apply induction to L to obtain E, an 1 91-covering 
subgroup of L and hence G, such that
E  =  (£n/t)(En fl).
(ii) Now suppose that G/R is nilpotent. In this situation by lemma 3.1.17 
the Z 91-covering subgroups are L91-norm alize» o f G. Since 91 is the formation 
of finite u ^ o te n t subgroups the Z 91-normalizers are in fact basis normalizers. 
Thus we need to find a Sylow basis o f G  for which the normalizer factorizes. 
Consider the /¿e-basis, and form the normalizer,
N =  C\ * c ( G p).
pe(V)
As in the finite case we modify the proof o f  Scott [42, 13.2.7] to obtain the 
required factorization. If g €  N , then g =  ab~l for some o €  A  and b €  B. 
Let
Hp = <  Ap, Bp > ,
for all p  €  V.
Now Hp =  Gp, thus we have
and so
for all p  6  V . Then since
h ;  >  a ;  =  a p
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and
K > K  =  B ,.
we have
H “ >  < A P,B P >  =  HP.
Huwever »  has finite order, so
h;  = hp,
and
a e  AUAH,) =  jr a (G ,).
Since this holds for all p  6  T\
« 6 ( 1  =  AT.
per
Finally 6 =  ¡ r 'a  €  N , and so
N  =  (N  n  A )(N  D B ).
|3.3.10|
As in the finite case the above yields an immediate corollary.
C orollary  3 .3 .11 . I f  G  is a periodic (L W )#-group with nilpotent subgroups 
A and B  such that G  =  A B , then the system normalizer o f  the f  ah-basis also 
factorizes.
In order to adapt the above to a general formation 5 , defined locally 
by formations {5 P}. we shall need to consider 5 P-residuals. Let R denote
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the Hirsch-Plotkiix radical of G. Recall that an ¿3-uorm alizer of a periodic 
(£9 l)0 -group  has the form
D  = <  Afsp(S? n  Mp) : p  e  V  > ,
where the Sp form a Sylow basis for G, and for each prime p the subgroup Mp 
is defined such that Mp/R is the $p-residual o f G/R. Then we may, by [44, 
lemma 3.1], also express this as
D =  f|  - v y s ,  n Mp).
per
Therefore, in order to apply directly the methods of theorems 3.3.3 and 3.3.10 
above, we need only show that each Mp factorizes. Unfortunately this is not 
always the case as the following example demonstrates.
E xam ple  3 .3 .12 . Consider the group
G  =  P  x  L,
where P  =  <  p >  =S C3  and L =i S3 . We may express the subgroup L as
L  =  AT x  Q.
where N  =  <  n >  A 3  and Q  — C j. Now take H — < pn  > , where | / /  | =  3, 
and form K  — P x Q ,  which, since it is a direct product o f its Sylow subgroups, 
is nilpotent.
We claim that G  =  H K . For P  <  G  and G/P  contains both K/P — Q 
and H/P  =f ^V, therefore G /P >  L/P. Thus the whole o f G  lies in H K , and 
we have equality. Then G is soluble by the results of Wielaudt and Kegel.
Consider the 3-residual o f G , which we denote by O ^ G ). We claim that 
0 * (G ) =  L. For G/L — P , a 3-group, and since 2 divides the order o f G/N, 
L must be the minimal such subgroup. Now LC\ H =  1 and LC\ K  =  Q. for if 
Lr\ K > Q, then L C\ K  =  L =  K, a contradiction. Thus
( I  n  H) ( L  n  A') 2S Q ? L .
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Therefore the p-residuals of G do not always factorize, even in a product of 
two finite nilpotent groups.
Since the 3p-residuals do not necessarily factorize it seems natural to en­
quire whether we might replace them by the 3P-radicals in the definition of 
an L3-uormalizer. For if we consider the formation o f finite nilpotent-by- 
nilpotent groups each 3P = 91. Then the nilpotent radical of G/R, H/R, 
factorizes by Pennington [38], and since R  factorizes, the subgroup H  will also 
factorize. It would then be possible to apply the methods o f theorems 3.3.3 
and 3.3.10 above to obtain an LS-uormalizer which factorizes. Unfortunately 
the example below shows that such a substitution is not possible.
E xam ple 3 .3 .13. Suppose G is a periodic (L9l)9l-group and 3  is the forma­
tion of finite nilpotent-by-nilpotent groups. Then 3  is defined locally by the 
set {3 P}, where each 5 P =  91. Let R  denote the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G.
Later, in theorem 3.5.1, we shall prove that in this situation L (9l2) =  
(£91)a as classes of groups. Thus
g  z  (L<n)<n z  (L<n)‘ =  u<n‘ ).
and so by [44, 8.5] the LS-uormalizers coincide with G.
Now if Hp/R is the 91-radical of G /R , then Hp =  G  for all primes p. If we 
now substitute Hp for Mp in the definition of an ¿3-uormalizer we obtain,
<  Msp(Sp> n  Hp) : p  € V  >  =  <  •V-.viSp. n G ) : p e P >
=  <  Msp(Sp>) : p G V  >  .
This is in fact the definition o f a basis normalizer o f G. Thus since 
G  Msp(Sp>) : p €  V  >  we cannot replace the 3P-residuals by 3p-radicals.
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3.4. Cernikov groups
The difficulties encountered in our attempts to generalize Heinekeu’s result to 
a periodic (L 91)<9-group can be circumvented if we specialize to the class of 
Cernikov groups. In this case we may return to a general saturated formation 
3  in order to prove the existence of a factorizing Z. 3 -covering subgroup. It is 
even possible to recover the uniqueness of such a subgroup, thus achieving a 
complete generalization of Heinekeu’s theorem.
Before proceeding to the proof of this result we shall require the following 
lemmas. The first is valid for our more general situation.
L em m a 3.4 .1 . Suppose G is a periodic ( ¿ 9 1 )0 -group with nilpotent subgroups 
A and B  such that G =  AB . I f  3  is a saturated form ation containing 91, then 
the Z 3 -normalizer o f  G which is defined using the f^B-basis o f G  contains
A H B .
Proof o f  S-4-1: Now the /¿¿ -basis  is defined to be
{G p =  ApBp : p e V ) ,
where A p and Bp are the Sylow p-subgroups of A  and B  respectively. If D  is 
the Z.3-uormalizer o f G  defined using this basis, then
D =<  Nap(Gf> r\Mp) : p € P  > ,
where Mp/p(G) is the Sp-rcsidual of G/p{G).
Since A  D B  is a periodic nilpotent group it can be expressed as the direct 
product of its Sylow subgroups,
A D B =  H ( j4D  £ ) , ,  
rev
where ( A  fl B) p =  Ap fl Bp. So if g  G (A  fl B )p, then g  € Ap, and since A  is 
nilpotent it commutes with Ap>. Thus
=  A „.
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Similarly
Therefore
(Bp.)° =  Bp,
(<G = (AP'Bp>)a 
=  Mp-BpO 
=  G y,
and g 6  Aia(Gpi).
Since A/p <  G, we have g  6  Ar;( A/p), and so 
i/ €  A/’oiGp. fl A/p).
Hence
(A n B) p ç  Af0(Gy n A/p).
Now (A f lB )p C  Gp, and so
(A fl B)p C Ma^Gf n Mp) ç  D.
Since this holds for all primes p we conclude that
(AnB)Ç D.
The following simple result is completely general.
L em m a 3 .4 .2 . Let G  be a group vrith subgroupa A and B  such that G  =  A B . 
Suppose that for each i €  { 1 , . . . ,  r }  there exists a subgroup H, <  G such that 
B, =  (H,(~\ A)(H,C\ B ). I f  AH B  C f1i=1 Hi, then the intersection H  =  ("11=, H, 
also factorizes.
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Proof o f 8.4-2: Let h G H. Then h £ H, for all i £  Therefore
h =  oft, for some a, €  (Hi fl A ) and 6, £ (H, fl B). Since
h — dibi =  <ijbj,
where * and G { 1 , . . . ,  r } ,  we obtain
« “ 'a , =  bjb~l C (A  n  B ) C f| H, C Hr  
Thus «, G H j. and since j  was arbitrary,
a , e f ) H 1 =  H.
j=t
Hence o, G and similarly 6, G ( H D B ). Therefore A G ( / f  n A ) ft f  DB),
and finally we conclude,
H  =  (H r \A ) (H  r\B).
[3A 2]
Our next lemma is of some independent interest, revealing as it does, much 
about the structure of factorized Ceruikov groups. In order to prove it we shall 
require the following results due to Hall, Robinson, and Kegel respectively.
T h eorem  3 .4 .3  (H all [19]). I f G is a group such that 7 ,+i (G ) is finite for  
some integer i, then \ G : Z-u(G) \ is finite.
In the statement of his result Robinson uses the alternative terminology
‘radicable’ for ‘divisible’ .
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L em m a 3.4 .4  (R ob in son  [39, 3 .13]). Let A be a normal, radicable, abelian 
subgroup o f a group G  and let H be a subgroup o f  G  such that
[A,rH) =  1
fo r  some positive integer r. If H /  H' is periodic, then [/l. H] =  1.
In the statement o f Kegel’s theorem we use G’  to denote the minimal 
subgroup of finite index in the group G.
T h e o re m  3.4 .5  (K e g e l [31, 1 .6]). For the factorized group G =  A B  the•
following properties are equivalent:
(a) G  satisfies the minimal condition fo r  subgroups and is almost abelian, 
(c ) G  satisfies the minimal condition fo r  subgroups, A and B  are almost 
abelian, and Gm =  A mB m =  B mA".
L em m a 3.4 .6. Suppose G is a Cemikov group and G '  is its minimal subgroup 
o f  finite index. I f  G  has nilpotent subgroups A and B  such that G  =  A B , then 
there exists a finite supplement o f G“ in G  which also factorizes.
Proof o f  S.4-6: We shall proceed by induction on the number of quasicyclic 
factors which appear when G * is written as a direct product of Cp°» ’s. Assume 
that the theorem holds for all groups where the number defined above is strictly 
less than that for G. Since A  and B  are both Cernikov groups we may express 
them as
B  =  B\B‘ ,
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where A\ and B\ are finite subgroups of A  and B  respectively, and A ’  and B m 
are their minimal subgroups o f finite index. Now by theorem 2.2.8 A ‘  <  Z (A ), 
and so A\ <  A. Similarly B\ <  B.
Form the finite group
J =<  A\,Bi > .
Now consider N  =  Afa(J). We shall apply the proof of Scott’s result [42, 
13.2.7] to show that N  factorizes. Let x  €  N  <  G. Then x  =  ab~l for some 
a € A  and b G B, and it follows that
Since
Ja =  Jb.
Ja >  A* =  At
ami
J* >  =  B ,,
we have
Ja >  <  At, Bi >  =  J.
But J  is finite, so
Ja =  J,
and a 6  N. Since b =  x~ la we obtain b 6  N , which reveals x  €  (N C\A)(NnB). 
Thus
N  =  (N  n A )(N  n B),
as required.
Recall that by theorem 3.4.5 G* =  A ’ B m, and so
Since J  < N , we have
G  = JG*.
G  =  ATG*,
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and | N  : N  D G ’  | is finite. Also
N m <  CT.
Suppose that N * < G m. Then, since N  factorizes, we may apply induction to 
find a subgroup M  <  N  such that M  is finite,
N  = M N \
and
M  =  (M  n A ) ( M  n B).
However
G  =  (M N ‘ )Gm 
=  M G ’ ,
and so M  is a finite supplement for G’  in G.
Therefore we may assume that N ’  =  G ", and consequently G  =  N. Con­
sider figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4.
Now
N/J =  N ’ J/J N ’ /(N ’  D J).
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Therefore N/J is an abelian group, and so
N' <  J.
Thus N ' =  72(N )  is an finite group, and we may apply theorem 3.4.3 above 
to deduce that
\ N :Z 2(N )\
is also finite. However N ‘  is the minimal subgroup o f finite index in N , so
N9 < Za(AT).
Now
[Z2(N ),N ,N ] =  1
and so
[Nm,N ,N ]  =  1.
Since N m is a divisible abelian normal subgroup o f N , and N/N' is periodic, 
we may apply lemma 3.4.4 above to obtain
[N ',N ] =  1.
Therefore N ’  <  Z (N ), and thus
CT <  Z (G ).
Now consider
G  =  A B
= AxA9.ByB’
= AtBt .A9Bm 
=  A XB X.G\
Then, by Dedekind’s lemma,
J  =  J C G
= J n (j4 i£ | .< r )
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Now (J  fl G ") is a finite group and for all j  €  (J  D G ") we can find some 
(ij 6 A" and bj €  B" such that j  =  tijbj. Then we can define the finite 
subgroups
A t =  < a , : j  e (J r \ G ’ ) >  < A m <  Z (G )
and
Bt  «  <  bj : j  €  (J  n  CT) >  <  B m <  Z (G ).
Clearly ( J  n  G*) <  A jB j.
Consider the finite subgroup.
J .(A iB j) =  A iB x( J n G m).A2Bt 
=  A\B\.AiBt 
=  AxAt.BxBt,
where A\A2 is a finite subgroup o f A  and B\ is a finite subgroup of B. If 
we let L =  J .(A iB i), then
L <  (L  n  A )(L  n  B).
It follows that
L =  (LC\A)(Lr\B).
Now since G =  JG *, we have
G =  LG’ ,
and so L is a finite supplement for Gm which factorizes.
Before proceeding to the main result we first consider a particular case 
where G’  is a p-group. In order to do so we require the following general 
result.
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Lem m a 3.4 .7. Let the periodic (L 9 Î )0 -group G have a Sylow basis <5 with, 
members SP for each prime p. Suppose G  has a subgroup H  <3 G  such that H 
is a p-group, H  G LOI and \ G  : H \ is finite. I f  $  is a saturated formation 
defined locally by a set o f  formations { 5 , } .  where 5 , G 3  fo r  each prime </, let 
Mq <  G be such that Mq/H is the $ q-residual o f G /H. Then i f  G/H  G 3  and 
D is the LS-normalizer defined using the basis &
D  =  n  Mp).
Proof o f  S-4-7: Since D  is the LJ-uormalizer defined using the Sylow basis 6  
of G , recall that
D  = <  A s , (5^  n  Mq) : q G V  >  .
Our immediate aim is to rearrange the chief factors of G  which lie between 
Mq and H  until we obtain the configuration of figure 3.5. where Mq/Tq is a 
</-group and Tq/H is a «/'-group.
G
O  A / , o C
6  r,
H
Figure 3.S.
Since we shall be working in G/H  G 3  we may apply a remark by 
Stonehewer which appears in [44]. He notes that X  G 5  if aud only if 
X/Cg {K/L) G 3 , for all «/-chief factors K/L of X . Thus in our situation
Ca(K/L) > Mq
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for all <7-chief factors K/L o f G which lie between Mq and H.
Now let J, K  and L be normal subgroups o f G  such that Mq >  J >  K  >  
L >  H. Suppose that K/L is a 9-chief factor and J/K  an r-chief factor of G. 
for some prime r 9. By the above, K/ L lies in the centre o f J/L. and so the 
latter is a nilpoteut group. Thus we may apply Sylow’s theorems to obtain a 
complement C/L o f K/L, such that
J/L =  C/L x  K/L.
Since C/L  is characteristic in J/L we have C <  G  and there is a G- 
isomorphism from J/C to K/L, see figure 3.6.
O
Figure 3.6.
Therefore we conclude that 9-chief factors which lie between Mq and H 
may be pushed upwards until we obtain the desired configuration.
Now if 9 ^  p we have Sp < Sq>, and so H  <  5,«. Then by figure 3.5 it is 
easy to  see that
(S , n  Mq) -  r ,.
Hence (Sq> fl Mq) <  G , and so
n A/,) = s,.
Substituting this back into the definition o f D  yields,
D  =  <  S, : V9 ?  p,Msr(S,,  n Mp) >  
= < Spr,Msp(Sr/ nA/r) > .
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Now since (Sjy ft M p) <  Sp-, and by lemma 3.3.5 G  =  Sp>Sp, we may apply 
Dedekiud's lemma to  obtain
Thus since the product of Sp< and Afsp(Sp> D Mp) is a group it must be Z), 
hence
This allows us to  prove that, in the finite case, Heineken's unique factor­
izing 5-projector is in fact the one defined using the /¿« -b a s is  of the group. 
We shall use the alternative term 5-covering subgroup.
such that G  =  A B . I f  5  is a saturated formation and G  €  015. then the unique 
factorizing 5 *covering subgroup D  o f G, which exists by Heineken, is the one 
defined using the f^g-basis o fG .
Proof o f  3.4.8: We shall proceed by induction on | G  |, thus we may assume
F(G ). Then G /F  €  5 . and by lemma 3.1.17 the 5 -covering subgroups «if G 
are in fact 5 -uormalizers.
(i) Suppose that F  is a p-group. Now, as we remarked in section 3.2, when 
G/F € 5  Heiuekeu’s proof «levelops the situation «if figure 3.7. Here T  and 
V  are normal subgrtiups «if G and U/V is the unique fact«iriziug 5-covering 
subgroup «if G/V. Heineken slmws we may assume that U/V contains either
Nc;(Sp> n  Mp) =  ATaiSp. n  Mp) n  SP,.SP
=  Sp..(tfa (Sp. n  Mp) n  s p) 
=  Sp..AfSp(Sp. n  Mp).
D  =  t f G(Sp. n  Mp).
Lem m a 3 .4 .8 . Suppose the finite group G  has nilpotent subgroups A and B
that the above holds for all groups with or«ler less than that of G. Let F  =
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Figure 3.7.
AV/V  or BV/V. Suppose that U/V >  BV/V. Then U >  B  and it follows 
that U =  (U r\ A)(U  n  B).
Now since U/T =  G /F  €  3  and T  is a normal nilpotent subgroup of U 
we have U e  713. Hence we may apply induction to see that the factorizing 
3-covering subgroup D  o f U, and hence of G, is the 3-normalizer defined using 
the f Ag -basis of U.
Since we are assuming U  >  B  we obtain G  =  A U , thus from 
| G  : U |=| F  : T  | we deduce that | AU : U \ is a power o f p. Thus | A  : AC\U \ 
is a power of p, and if Ap< is the unique Sylow p'-subgroup of A,
A ,  <  (A  n  U).
Thus the unique Sylow p'-subgroup of A  fl U is 
(A r\U )ff =  Af>.
Now since (£/ i~l B) =  B  we have
( B n U ) ?  =  B^.
Hence the unique factorizing Sylow p'-subgroup of U is
t v  =  (A  n  U)P.(B  n  D r- =  A y B ,,
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Figure 3.8.
thus it is Gp‘ the unique factorizing Sylow p'-subgroup of G.
Consider the situation o f figure 3.8 where Mp/F  is the $p-residual of G/F. 
It follows that (MPC\U)/T is the residual o f U/T. Now since T  is a p-group 
by lemma 3.4.7 we have
D  =  AiuiUp, n (M p n U))
= n Mp).
But as we have shown Up/ =  Gp'. and so
D  = Aiu(Gp> n M p).
Thus
D  <  JSÎa(Gp> n Mp),
where the right hand si«le is the $-normalizer of G defined using the /¿g-basis. 
Therefore by theorem 3.1.14 we have equality.
(ii) Suppose that F  is not a p  group. Then we are in the general situation 
where if, for any prime r , Mr/F  is the 5 r-residual o f G/F,
r \ * a ( G r. n M r)
r€P
is the 5-normalizer defined using the /ah-basis o f G.
Let p and q be different primes such that P  =  Q ,,(G) ^  1 and also Q =  
Oq(G') /  1. By induction D P/P  is the 5-normalizer o f G/P  defined using 
the / 40-basis, thus DP/P  normalizes (Gr'P/P  n  M r/ P), for every prime r.
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Therefore,
D  <  Air,(Gr'P O M r),
and similarly
D <  Aia(Gr Q  n  Mr).
Hence
D  <  Aia(Gr'P n  Gr Q  n  Air).
Let X  = G f.P n  Gr Q. Then
\ x : Gt' | divides | Gr-P  : Gr- |=| P  : G r> H P  \
and
i * : Gr> | divides | Gr Q  : Gr> |=| Q :G r n Q  \
and so | X  : Gr< |== 1. Therefore X  =  Gr> and
D  < Afa (Gr'C\ Mr).
Since this holds for all primes r we have
D <  n  Ma(Gr' n  Mr).
r€P
Thus, applying theorem 3.1.14 once again, D  must be the 5-normalizer o f G  
defined using the Jab -basis of G. 13.4.8(
We are now ready to return to a Ceruikov group.
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L em m a  3.4 .9. Let G  be a Cemikov group, with G * its minimal subgroup 
o f  finite index, and suppose that G" is also a p-group. Suppose that G  has 
nilpotent subgroups A and B  such that G  =  AB . I f  $  is a saturated formation 
containing 91, and G/G* €  3 . then there exists an L'S-normalizer D  o f  G 
which factorizes, and it is the one defined using the the f  ah-basis.
P roof o f 3-4-9: We may immediately apply lemma 3.4.6 to obtain a finite 
supplement N  o f G ' in G  which factorizes. Thus
G = NG',
where N  =  (N  D yi)( AT D B).
Let 3  be defined locally by a set o f formations { 3 9}. where 3 ,  <  3 . for 
each prime q. Using the notation of definition 3.1.13 let Mq/G" be the 3<j- 
residual of G/G", thus Mq <  G. Thus we have the situation of figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9.
Recall that by lemma 3.4.7 the L3-normalizer D  o f G  defined using the 
f\ B -basis of G has the form
D = Afa (Gp> n  Mp).
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We shall uow reduce to the finite case by considering layers o f G ’ . For 
each t €  N define a subgroup <  G" by
R, =  n ,(G *) =  {*  €  G’  : xpi =  1}.
Thus the Ri form an ascending sequence of finite groups such that
G ‘  =  U
<€N
We shall show that we may assume that each R, factorizes.
Let A ’  and B ’  be the minimal subgroups of finite index of A  and B  
respectively. Then by theorem 3.4.5 Gm =  A ’ B ‘ . We would like to be able 
to assume that A ’  fl B" =  1. By theorem 2.2.8 A ‘  <  Z (A )  and B ’  <  Z (B ), 
hence
(A m n  B ‘ ) <  Z (G ).
Since D =  Aia(Gp> n  Mp) it follows that Z(G ) <  D, and so
(>4-nB *) < D.
Therefore it is enough to show that D/(Am fl B ‘ ) factorizes, for then
D =  (D  Cl A (A m Cl B ')) (D  n B (i4 * n  B '))
=  (D n  A )(D r\ B ).
Thus we may assume that A ' ("1 B" =  1.
Now let x  € Ri <  A ‘ B ‘ . Then x  =  ab, where a €  A " and b € B " . By the 
definition o f /?,.
(afcr' =  1 .
Since G * is abelian,
1 =  (ok)'“ = o ' V .
and so ap =  b~v . However, we are assuming that A" fl B ‘  =  1, thus
a"' =  V ‘ =  1 ,
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and so a £ Ri and b €  Ri- Hence for each t €  N
R, = (R, n A){Ri n B).
Since Ri is characteristic in G*, Ri <  G, and we may form the finite group
NRi < G.
Clearly
G =  (J  NRi.
•eN
Since both R, and N  factorize, and R, is normalized by N, the group NR, 
factorizes. Consider the following diagram, where i is chosen sufficiently large 
so that Ri contains the finite subgroup ATflG*. We illustrate this situation in 
figure 3.10. Note that ( NRi fl Mq)/Ri =  (N  H Mq)Ri/Ri is the $9-residual
of N R JR ,.
Figure 3.10.
In the same way as above, for each i €  N we may define D,, the J - 
uormalizer o f N R , , using the f^n-basis. Since R, is a />-group by lemma 3.4.7
D. =  X whM N R , ) ,  n (NR, n M,))
=  V,A,»(| ( ( « ) ^ n M , )
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Now a Sylow //-subgroup o f TV/?, is a Sylow //-subgroup of G. Thus the fac­
torizing one, (N R i)p', derived from  the / 40-basis, is in fact Gp<, the factorizing 
Sylow //-subgroup of G. Therefore we may rewrite the definition of D, as
A = N(NHi){Gpf n Mp).
Since the subgroup /?, was chosen such that Ri >  (TV fl G"), referring to 
figure 3.10, we have
TV/(TV n  CT) NR./R, 2s G /G* € 3-
Hence we may apply lemma 3.4.8 to see that A  is the unique 3-normalizer o f 
NR, which factorizes,
A = (Di n A){D, n B).
Consider UigN A -  We shall show that this is in fact our original D. Since 
Di <  D  for all i €  N it follows that
U A < a
•€N
Let d e  D. Then d €  G  =  UieN TV/?,- and d e  NR, for some i 6 N. However d 
normalizes (Gp> D Mp), and so d €  A '. Thus
D < U A,
•€N
and finally
D = \ J D , .
i€N
It follows that D  factorizes, as required. 13.4.91
We are now ready to draw the above results together in order to prove our
main theorem.
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T h eorem  3.4 .10. Suppose G  is a Gemikov group with nilpotent subgroups A 
and. B  such that G  =  A B . I f  $  is a saturated formation containing 91, then 
there exists a unique L3-covering subgroup o f G which factorizes.
Proof o f  S.4 .10: Let G’  denote the minimal subgroup of finite index in G.
(i) Suppose G/G’  $ 3- Then we shall proceed by induction on | G : G’  |. 
Assume that the theorem holds for all groups whose index is strictly less than 
that o f G. Since
G/G’  =  ( A G ’ /G’ )(BG ’ /G’ )
we may apply theorem 3.2.1 to obtain U/G’ , the unique 5-coveriug subgroup 
of G/G’  such that
U/G' =(UC\ A G ’ )/G’ .(U  n BG‘ )/G’  .
Therefore
U  =  (U  D AGT)(U  n B C ) ,
and by Dedekiud’s lemma,
U =  (U r\ A )G ’ (U n B )G '.
Now by theorem 3.4.5 G ’  — A ’ B ’ . and so
U  =  (U  n  A )A ’ B '(U  n B)
=  (u r \ A )(U n B ) .
Since G/G‘  ^ 3  it follows that U/G’  < G/G’ . Hence we may apply 
induction to U to obtain a unique £  3-covering subgroup E  which factorizes,
E  =  (E  n  (U  n  A ))(E  n (U  n  B ))
=  (E  n  A ) (E  n  B).
Now by lemma 3.1.8 E  is an £ 3 -covering subgroup o f G, and so we are finished.
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(ii) Suppose that G /G* € 3- Then by lemma 3.1.16 and lemma 3.1.17 
the LJ-coveriug subgroups and LJ-uormalizers of G  coincide. Let D  be the 
¿$-normalizer which is defined using the /¿« -b a s is  of G. Then we claim that 
D  factorizes.
Now since G  is a Cernikov group, G * is abelian, and we may write it as a 
finite direct product of its Sylow subgroups,
G* =  P, X X Pr ,
where P, is a Sylow p,-subgroup o f G*. We shall proceed by induction on the 
number of nou-trivial Sylow subgroups, r. Since, by lemma 3.4.9, the claim 
holds for r =  1 we may assume that it holds for all values less than r.
Now for each i 6 { l , . . . , r }  the subgroup Pi is characteristic in G*, and 
thus Pi <  G. Consider the factor groups G/Px and G /P j. Then
(G/P,)’ = G*/P«
and
(G/p2y  = c r / p a,
hence the number of Sylow subgroups in each is r — 1. Therefore, by in­
duction, the £ $ -normalizes of G /P i and G /P j  which are defined using the 
/ah-bases factorize. Hence, by theorem 3.1.15, they are DP\/P\ and DPt/Pt 
respectively. Since P\ and P2 are both Sylow subgroups of G* =  A ‘ Bm, by 
lemma 2.2.3, they will factorize. Thus the subgroups DP\ and DP? factorize.
We shall now show that D =  DP\ f lDP-i- It is clear that D < DP\ DDP 2 , so 
suppose that they are not equal. Then since G  satisfies the minimal condition 
for subgroups there exists some E  <  DP\ fl D P2 which is minimal with respect 
to containing D. Thus D  is maximal in E, see figure 3.11.
However, as stated in chapter 1 , a maximal subgroup o f a Cernikov group 
has finite index. Thus | E  : D \ is finite. Now since
DPt >  E >  D.
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Figure 3.11.
we may apply Dedekiud's lemma to obtain,
E  = E  n DP,
= D(£nP,).
Therefore
| £ : D | ■* | D ( E n P i ) : D  |
*  | (£nP , ) : ( D n e n P t )  \ 
«|(£nP,):(DnP,)|.
Since (D  n P|) <  (E  n Pi), the index is a finite power o f  p\. However the 
s<une argument can be used to show that | E  : D \ is a power of pj. Thus 
| E  : D |= 1, and so £  =  D , a contradiction. Therefore, as claimed,
D = DP\ fl d p 2.
Now by lemma 3.4.1 (A n  B) C D, and so we may apply lemma 3.4.2 to 
conclude that D factorizes,
D = (D r\ A ) (D n B ) .
We shall now show that D is indeed the only 1 3 -covering subgroup o f G 
which factorizes. Suppose E  is another factorizing £3-coveriug subgroup of
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G. Then since G/G" € 5  it is clear that
G  =  D C  =  EG’ .
Now consider D  fl G’  which, since it is normal in both D  and G’ . must be a 
normal subgroup of G. Since D  and E  are both L^-coveriug subgroups o f  G 
by theorem 3.1.9 there exists some g 6 G  such that D 9 =  E. Thus
(D  n  G’ ) =  (D  n  G’ )B 
=  ( E n C ) .
Let N  =  (D  r\G’ ) =  ( £  fl G ') ,  and pass to the factor group G/N. Since 
both D/N  and E/N are factorizing Z, 5 -covering subgroups of G/N , and it is 
enough to show that E/N  =  D/N , we may assume that N  =  1. Hence D  and 
E  are both finite.
Now form the finite group J =  < D .E  >. By Dedekind’s lemma
j  =  J  n  DG’
=  D (J rG T )
and similarly
j  =  E ( j n c - ) .
Consider (J  D G*) <  G* =  A ’ B ’ , which, in the notation of lemma 3.4.9, 
must lie in some finite layer ii,(G *) =  L. Since D  and E  are both ¿^ -covering 
subgroups they are self-normalizing, hence
(A* n B ') <  Z (G ) <  D
and similarly
(A ’ n B ’ ) <  Z (G ) <  E.
Thus we need only show that D/(A’  D B ") =  E/(A ‘  fl B"). Therefore we may 
assume that A ’  D B m =  1. It follows, by the same methods as those used in 
the proof of lemma 3.4.9, that L factorizes.
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Now
JL  =  DL,
where £  <  G  and D  factorizes, thus D L  and hence JL factorize. We may 
now consider the finite group JL. By lemma 3.1.5 D  and E  are 5-covering 
subgroups of JL. Hence we may apply Heineken’s result 3.2.1 to see that they 
coincide. Thus D  is the unique £5-covering subgroup of G  which factorizes.
13.4.10j
In view o f our success in extending results which hold for Cernikov groups 
to the class defined in chapter 2, one might ask if we can do the same 
for theorem 3.4.10. Unfortunately, in this situation, all attempts at such a 
generalization proved unsuccessful.
3.5. The formation of nilpotent-by-nilpotent groups
In this final section of the chapter we return to the class o f periodic (£91)0 - 
groups to give some results which may prove useful in the investigation o f their 
formation subgroups. After the successful treatment in section 3.3 of the case 
where the formation is that of finite nilpotent groups it seemed natural to pro­
ceed to the formation of finite uilpotent-by-uilpoteut groups. Unfortunately, 
in this situation, a proof of the existence of an £ 5 -covering subgroup which 
factorizes remains elusive.
However, the following result, which does not appear to be mentioned 
elsewhere, may help in the search.
T h e o re m  3 .5 .1 . I f G  is a periodic (£ 9 1 )0 -group, then G  G £(912) if  and 
only i f G C (L H )2.
P roof o f  8.5.1: (i) Suppose G G (£ 9 l)2. Since G  is locally finite, a finitely 
generated subgroup o f G  is finite and hence lies in 9U. Therefore G  G £ (9ta).
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(ii) Now suppose G €  L (9 l2). Let R denote the Hirsch-Plotkiu radical of 
G. thus R  €  191. Then, since G/R  is finite, there exists a finite supplement 
F  o f R with
G  =  FR.
Note that F  €  9 l2.
Our aim is to  show that G/R  is nilpotent. Let /  €  F \(F  H R). Then we 
shall prove that there is some finite subgroup F / >  F  such that f  $  p (F f). If 
not, for every finite subgroup F  >  F  we have < /  >  6  p(F ). Since p (F ) <  7 , 
we then have
< f > T e p (F ) ,
and so <  /  >** €  91. Now this holds for all finite groups F  >  F, thus
<  /  > °  €  191,
and so
/  €  p(G),
a contradiction.
Therefore we may form
/ ’ = <  F , : V / €  F \ (F n  H) >  .
Since F  is generated by a finite number of finite groups it is itself finite. We 
shall now show that (F  fl R) =  p(F ).
Since (F  n  R) <  F, and it is uilpotent, we have
( F n R ) < p ( F ) .
Now if p(F ) >  (F  D J?), then we may pick some x € p(F)\(F  fl R). Since
G  =  FR.
F / ( F  n  R) 3  F /( F  n  F ),
and there must exist some corresponding x ' 6  F\(FC\R) with x ' € (F D /)(F )) <
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Since p(F)  < F,  we have
p(F )  n F,> < Fx>,
and since it is nilpotent,
p(F )  D Fx> <  p(Fs>).
However, x1 £  p(F)  and x' £  Fx>, thus
x' G p(Fx»),
contradicting the definition o f Fr>. Therefore no such x  exists and
p(F)  = ( F D R ) .
Finally, since F  is finite, F  £  91* and so
F/p (F) =  F/(Fr\R) £  91.
Now
G/R *  F / ( F n  R) £  91.
and so G £  (L91)2 as required. 13.5.11
A further curiousity which occurred during this investigation was the fol­
lowing result. Recall that the Carter subgroups o f a finite group are the self- 
normalizing nilpoteut subgroups, and that, for a soluble group, they coincide 
with the 91-covering subgroups.
T h eorem  3 .5 .2 . Suppose G  is a finite group with nilpotent subgroups A and B  
such that G  =  A B . Let R  =  F (G ) and F  < G  be such that F/R  =  F(G/R). 
Then if  C  is the Carter subgroup o f  F  which factorizes, then Aici(C) also 
factorizes.
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Proof o f  8.5.2: By definition F  £  91*, and thus a Carter subgroup of F  is in 
fart a basis normalizes It is clear from the proof of theorem 3.3.3 that C  will 
be the one defined using the f^ trbasis of F.
Now by Pennington [38] both F/R  and R  factorize, thus
F  =  ( F  r\ A ) (F  n  B).
We are now in a position to apply lemma 3.4.1 to obtain.
( F n 4 ) n ( F n B )  <  C.
and so
F n ( A n B )  < c .
Since A  and B  are both nilpoteut groups, (A  f) B) sn A  and ( A n  B ) sn B. 
Hence we may apply Weilaudt [49, Satz 1] which states that
( A n B )  su A B  =  G.
Therefore, since ( A n B )  is a uilpoteut subnormal subgroup o f G, it is contained 
in R. and so
( A n  B )  <  R <  F.
Thus, the above yields
(4D B )<  C.
We shall now proceed to show that N  =  .V c(C ) factorizes. Let g £  .V. 
Then g =  ab~l for some a £  A  and b £ B. Thus
C ' = c ,
and so
C" = c k.
Let .Y =  C a. we must show that X  =  C . In order to do so we shall need the 
following formula for the order «if a product o f two groups, see [40. 1.3.11].
If T  and S are subgroups o f G. then
(.) | s r  |. | s n r |  =  | s  |. | r  |.
Apply this to C  =  (C  fl A ) (C  fl B),
| C  |. | (C  n A) n (C  n f l )  | =  | (C n A ) |. | (C  n f l )  |.
Now (C  n  A ) n  (C  n  B )  =  ( A n  B),  ami sdure | (C  n A )  I = I (C ‘  n A)  | aud 
| (C  n B)  | =  I (C k n B)  I, wo may rewrite the above aa
| C  | . | (An B) | = | (C* n ,4) | . | <C* n B )  \.
If we then apply (*) to the right hand side of this equation we obtain,
| c  | . | (A  n B)  | = | (C -  n /i)(C* n B)  | . | (C- n A)  n (C* n B) |
= | (C* n A)(C*o B) | . | C* n (A n B)  | .
Now
I ( A n f l )  | >  \ c a n (A r \ B )  |,
and so we deduce
| C | < |(C 'n  A)(C*nB) | .
However | C  | =  | C ° | =  | X  |, and so we have
| X  | < | (C*nA)(C*nB) | .
Since X  contains both (Ca D A)  and (C 6 H B)  it follows that it contains their 
product, aud so
I ■ * I > I (C*n A)(C*n fl) | .
Therefore we have equality, and thus
X  w (C ‘ n A ) (C * n f l ) ,
that is
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.Y = (.VnAl(XnB).
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Now X  is a conjugate of C  so it must also, by theorem 3.1.9, be a Carter 
subgroup of F . Since, by Heiuekeu’s result, there exists only one factorizing 
Carter subgroup we must have X  =  C.
Therefore a £ N  and 6 £ N , and hence
N  =  ( N n A ) ( N r \ B ) ,
as required.
Chapter 4
Products which are merely sets
4.1. Introduction
So far we have been considering groups which are the product o f two or more of 
their subgroups. In this chapter we shall look at products o f subgroups which 
are merely sets. What can we say about a subgroup which is contained in such 
a product? W ill its structure be influenced by that of the factors? Study in 
this area is motivated by the following result o f Busetto and Stonehewer. [6]. 
They managed to  generalize Ito’s famous theorem to the set situation.
T h eorem  4 .1 .1  (B u se tto  and S tonehew er [6]). I f A , B  and M  are. sub­
groups o f the group G, with A and B  abelian, and M  C  A B , then M  is 
metabelian.
Other results concerning products have not transferred so successfully to 
sets. For example it is known that a group which is the product of two cyclic 
subgroups is a supersoluble group. In the set situation a counter example has 
been found by Leeves and Stonehewer, example 4.3.1 of [35]. They have a 
subgroup isomorphic to the alternating group on 4 objects which is contained 
in a product o f two cyclic groups of order 15.
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In this chapter we shall examine how the results of Holt and Howlett [25], 
concerning the exponent o f a product, generalize to sets. Section 4.2 will draw 
together the available information, whilst in section 4.3 some bounds on the 
exponent are obtained in particular situations. In section 4.4 we shall examine 
a finitely generated uilpoteut torsion-free group, G, which contains subgroups 
A, B  and M. If A  and B  are infinite cyclic groups, and M  C A B , we shall 
show that M is an abelian group.
4.2. The exponent
In their joint paper o f 1984 Holt and Howlett [25] considered the exponent of 
a group which is the product of two abelian subgroups. This led eventually to 
the result:
T h e o re m  4.2.1 (H ow lett [20]). Assume that A and B  are abelian subgroups 
o f  the group G (finite or infinite), that G =  {ab : a £  A, b £  B ) , and that A 
and B  have finite exponents e and f  respectively. Then the exponent o f  G  is a 
divisor o f  e f .
Now in the set situation one might hope for: Let the group G  have sub­
groups A , B  and A/, where A  and B  are abelian with exponents e and f 
respectively, and M  C A B . Then the exponent of M  is a divisor o f t f .
For the case where c =  /  =  2 it is easy to see that the exponent of M  is 4. 
Since if rn € M  C A B  fl B A  we have m =  ab for some a £ A  and b £ B. Then 
m -1  =  ba = a\bt for some « i £ A  and bt € B  and it follows that b\a\ =  ab. 
Now
ab.ab =  a.a\b\.b,
and so
( ab )4 = a a ,b lh.aa,b,h
=  <m i l>t a 11>\ a i bi b 
=  a<i\<ibabb\b 
=  a,btib,
=  a ,a ib ,b ,
=  1 .
Hence m4 =  1 for all m € M , and M  has exponent 4.
However if we take e =  /  =  3 there is an obvious counter example. 
Consider the alternating group A». Let
A =  <  (123) > a C 3
and
B =  <  (124) >  “  C3.
Then there exists a subgroup M , satisfying
M  =  <  (123)( 124) >  Ca,
which is contained in the product AB . Thus the Holt and Howlett result does 
not hold for sets.
Further examples can be found in finite fields using methods similar to 
those o f example 4.3.1 [35]. Leeves and Stouehewer have developed the gen­
eral case, which we describe below, to show that elementary abelian groups 
of arbitrary rank can occur in a product of two cyclic groups, see [35, exam­
ple 4.3.2].
Suppose F  is a finite field with q elements, where q =  pu for some prime 
p and 11 € N. Consider the multiplicative group of the field, which we denote 
by F x , then
F*  a  C ,_ ,.
Therefore we can pick 0 € F \ {0 } such that
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< 0 >  =  F K.
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Now consider the additive group of F , written F +. Multiplication of F + by 0 
gives rise to a group automorphism, for if f\ and f t  6  F +, then
( / . + / > ) *  =  ( / . « )  +  ( f i» ) .
Let «  generate a cyclic group of order q — 1 and define a conjugation action 
of a on F + in the following manner,
r  =  m
for all /  e  F +. Thus if <  «  >  =  A, then we can form the semi-direct product
G =  F + » A .
Now let b =  (a-1 )* €  G , where /  6  F +\{0 }, and write <  b >  =  B. Then
Now form the product AB. We claim that AC\ B  =  1, for if j4 fl £  ^  1, 
then
« "  =  ( « - “ ) '  / 1 
for some m and n < q — 1. It then follows that
(/,<."] € A flF -l , 
and /  and n" commute. Thus
f  =  r "  =  f . r ' .
and so 0" =  1 for some n < q — 1. This contradicts the choice of 0 as a 
generator of F x . Hence A  H B  =  1 as claimed.
Consider the set
X  =  : 1 <  I <  q -  1> .
We shall show that X  C F . Since ab =  6  F  and F  is normalized
by i4 we have
ba =  ( « 6)« € F “ =  F.
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Therefore
and conjugating by a ' yields
ab.lm 6 F,
a3t f  €  F.
In the same way a'b' €  F  for any i G {1 , — 1}. Thus X  C  F  as required.
Now since A  H B  =  1 it follows that a'b' ^  a* IP for any * ^  j ,  and X  is a set 
of q — 1 distinct elements.
Hence there is just one element o f F  which does not lie in X . Let f\ be the 
unique element of F \ X , note that / j  0. Extend f\ to a basis, 
o f F  as an elementary abelian /»-group. Then
< / a ........ fn > C X C A B ,
and so we conclude that A B  contains an elementary abelian /»-group of rank 
n -  1 .
Using the above we find an elementary abelian 2-group o f rank 2 contained 
in a product of two cyclic groups o f  order 7. One of rank 4 occurs in a product 
of tw o cyclic groups o f order 31. By similar methods we discover a cyclic group 
of order 3 contained in a product o f  two cyclic groups of order 13.
4.3. Some bounds on the exponent
Although the result o f Holt and Howlett does not hold for sets it is possible to 
give some bound on the exponent in certain situations. The following lemma, 
due to  Leeves, will be of great use.
L e m m a  4.3.1 (L eeves [35]). Let the finite group G have subgroups A, B  
and M , with A and B  abelian, and M  C AB. I f  A D  M  =  1 and B  fl M  =  1,
4 .3 .  S o m e  b o u n d s  o n  t h e  e x p o n e n t  
then
I M  | < mm{ | A  |,| B  | >.
P roof o f 8.1: If m € M , then rn =  ab for some a €  A  and b €  B  
M  also contains m' =  ab' for V € B \ {b ). Then
m ~‘ .m1 =  b~xa~x.ab'
=  6" ' 6'.
Therefore M  D B ±  1, a contradiction. Hence for each a € A  there exists 
at most one 6 G B  such that ab G M . Since this argument is completely 
symmetrical in A  and B  we conclude that
| M | <  I i* 1,1 «  I >•
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. Suppose
We shall now produce our first bound on the exponent.
T h eorem  4 .3 .2 . Let G be a nilpotent. group generated by two subgroups A and 
B . where A  and B  are elementary abelian p-groups o f rank r and s respectively. 
I f  M  is a subgroup o f  G such that M  C  A B , then
exp M  <
Proof o f  4-8.2: Now G  is a nilpotent group generated by two finite p-groups, so 
it must itself be a finite p-group. Since we are only interested in the exponent 
o f M  we may assume that M  is cyclic. The subgroup 4  fl M  is normal in both 
A  «uid M  since they are abelian groups. Let us now take A  to  be the group 
generated by only those elements o f A  that appear in an element of M , that 
is
A = < a & A :  3 b Ç . B  with ab €  M  > .
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Similarly for B. Then
< A .M  >  =  G.
Let
N = ( A n M ) ( B n M ) .
W e ran represent this situation by figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1.
Now consider the group G/N =  <  AN/N, BN/N  > . Since N  <  M  we 
can apply Dedekiud's intersection lemma to obtain
AN/N  n M/N =  (A  n M )N/N  *  N/N,
and similarly
BN/N  fl M /N  =  N/N.
Now l»y lemma 4.3.1
•xp(M/N) <  iuiu{ I AN/N  |,| BN/N \ }.
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(i) If min{ | AN/N  |, | BN/N \ ) =  m in{ | A  |, | B  | }. then 
exp(M/AT) <
Suppose | A  | <  | B  |, then we have | AN/N  | =  | A  |, and so N  fl A =  1. Now 
by Dedekind’s lemma
A r\ N  =  A r \ (A n M )(B r \ M )
=  (Ar\M)(AnBrM)
=  (A r\ M ).
Therefore A  H M  =  1, and so N =  (B  fl M ). Hence expN  =  p or 1. If 
exp  N  =  1, then N  =  1, and we may apply the formula
exp M  =  exp(M iV/^V).exp(M  D N),
to  obtain
exp M  <  ..............
If exp  N  =  p, then
exp M  <
(ii) If miu{ | AN/N  |, | BN/N \ } <  m iu{ | A  |, | B \ }, then 
exp(A//AT) <  p,,u,,(r'j)- 1.
N ow  consider the exponent of N. Since M  is cyclic it follows that N  is cyclic. 
But N  is generated by elements of order p, thus | N  |= p, and so
exp M  <  pnUn(r'*).
Therefore in either case one can say that 
exp M  <
fTT2l
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T h e saine methods applied when A =  Cpm and B  =  Cp- yielding the 
result ex p A i <  p,n+u~l . This is somewhat disappointing since | A B  \ <  
pm+n anyway. A considerably stronger bound can be found if we apply more 
stringent conditions on the subgroups.
Theorem  4.3.3. Let G be a finite soluble group with subgroups A. B  and A t. 
I f A and B  are elementary abelian p-groups, both subnormal in G  with defect 
2, and At C AB , then the exponent o f At divides p2.
Proof o f  4.X.3: Suppose the theorem is false. Let G  be a minimal counterexam­
ple such that the exponent o f At does not divide pi2. Since G is a finite soluble 
group there exists a minimal normal subgroup, N  o f G, which is elementary 
abelian. Consider G/N, since it satisfies the conditions o f the theorem we may 
apply induction to deduce that exp(At N/N) divides pi2. Now
exp At =  exp(A/JV/JV).exp( Af D N ),
and so  if At fl N  =  1 we are finished. Therefore assume that At D N  ^  1.
Since A  is a p-group, and it is subnormal in G, it follows that A 1' is also a 
p-group. Similarly B <! is a p-group. Hence A*' B (' is a p-group containing the 
product A B  and we may therefore assume that G  is itself a p-group. Since 
N  is a  minimal normal subgroup of G we conclude that | N  | =  p. Now G  is 
uilpoteut, so N  C Z (G ) and it follows that ATn At <  G . Thus since AtC\N ^  1, 
we have N  D At =  N.
Now exp(A//JV) divides p 2, so the exponent o f At must divide p*. Since G  
is a counter example the exponent, of At is ;»*, and At contains an element of 
order p3. Assume that M  =5 C ,j . Since At C A B  we have At = <  «|fci >  for 
some «| €  A  ami b\ 6 B. Let At p = <  > where a-j 6  A  and hi € B. From
the above we have At1'1 =  N . We illustrate this situation in figure 4.2.
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O  M
O  M" = < aib| >
O  Mp‘  = < a2b2 >
6 1
F i g u r e  4 . 2 .
Now let A\ =  A °  <  G, and consider
G/Ax =  A\B/A\ 3S fl B),
an elementary abelian p-group. Therefore the p’th power o f any element of G 
lies in j4 j , in particular M p C A\. Since a2 and a2fa €  A\ we have b2 € A\. 
Now A  is subnormal in G  in two steps, hence A  <  A\ and thus A** =  A. In a 
similar way B ai =  B.
If a2 and b-2 were to commute we would have
(a ,M p =  =  1,
which contradicts the fact that a2b2 generates a group o f order p2. Therefore 
[aa, 6a] /  1. Since a2 normalizes B  and b2 normalizes A  we have
[aa.6a] €  A  Cl B  C Z(G).
Thus
1 <  <  [«a, 6a] >  <  <  aa,6a >
is a central series.
Now Robinson has shown in [40, theorem 5.3.5] that for groups with uilpo- 
tent class at most 2 the following indentity holds,
(aa6a)" =  a%b$ [6a, <*a] ^ .
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If p =  2 we know that the exponent of M  divides 4, so we may assume that p 
is odd. If w =  p  in the above expression we have
Attempts to relax the condition on the defects of A  and B  proved unsuc­
cessful, even in the case where one subgroup remained of defect two.
4.4. An infinite group
Busetto and Stoneliewer have shown that a subgroup which lies in the product 
of two abelian subgroups is metabelian. By imposing extra conditions on the 
group we can show that a subgroup contained in a product of two infinite 
cyclic subgroups must in fact be abelian. We shall need the following result 
due to Mal’cev.
Theorem 4 .4 .1  (M al’cev [40, theorem 5.2 .19]). I f the centre o f  a group 
G is torsion-free, each upper central factor is torsion-free.
Theorem 4 .4 .2 . Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group. If 
G is generated by two infinite cyclic subgroups A  and B . and if M  is a subgroup 
o f G such that M  C A B . then M  is abelian.
Proof o f  4-4-2: Suppose the theorem is false. Let G  be the counter example 
with least nilpoteucy class. Since G  is nilpotent, Z (G ) 1, and G /Z (G ) has 
uilpoteucy class strictly less than that of G. Now G/Z(G) is torsion-free, for if
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not there exists som e central factor o f G which is not torsion-free, contradicting 
theorem 4.4.1 above.
If A  n  Z (G ) /  1 we have
AZ(G )/Z(G ) 25 A/(A  n  Z (G )),
where A/{ACI Z (G ))  is ftnite. Thus AZ (G )/Z (G ) is finite, and since it is 
contained in the torsion-free group G/Z(G), we conclude that A  <  Z (G ). 
However, if A <  Z (G ),  then G  is abelian and we have nothing to prove. So 
let us assume that A  H Z (G ) =  1 =  B  D Z (G ).
Now since G /Z (G ) is a finitely generated nilpotent and torsion-free group 
we may apply induction to deduce that M Z (G )/ Z (G ) is abelian. However 
M n Z (G ) =  1, for if not there is some m G (M flZ (G ))\ { l } .  If A = <  a >  and 
B  = <  b > , then m  =  axb>* for some integers x  and y. Now since axbv G Z (G ), 
and B  is abelian, ax must commute with B. Hence ax G Z (G ), a contradiction. 
Thus
M  25 M/M  n  Z (G ) 25 M Z (G )/ Z (G ),
and so A/ is abelian.
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